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Editorial

For the third time in the history of this journal you will find a selection of the

papers that were presented at the European Colloquium on Criminal policy

and Research. This (fifth) colloquium was organized in Bled, Slovenia, by the

Institute of Criminology and Faculty of Law, University of Ljubljana (professor

Alenka Selih) and the Max Planck Institut fair auslandisches und inter-

nationales Strafrecht, Freiburg i. Br. The issue is opened by a detailed report by

Matti Joutsen on the colloquium. Consequently this editorial is different from

the usual ones. The report of Matti foutsen can be read as an introduction to

the theme of this issue.

This situation provides the opportunity to draw special attention to two

important contributions to the new section Current issues. (This section

replaces the Varia-section.) Francoise Tulkens gives an impressive judgement

on the actual problems in the Belgian criminal justice system. In addition,

John Braithwaite comments on the last issue of this journal, on the topic of

restorative justice and mediation. The author is pleasantly surprised regarding

the European developments in this alternative way of coping with criminal and

deviant behaviour.



Fifth European colloquium on

criminology

Bied, Slovenia, 26-28 September 1996

Matti Joutsen'

The Fifth European Colloquium on Criminology was organized by the Institute

of Criminology and the Faculty of Law of the University of Bled together with

the Max Planck Institute for Foreign and International Criminal Law (Freiburg

im Breisgau, Germany). Financial support was provided by the Volkswagen

Foundation of Hannover.

In opening the Colloquium, Professor Alenka Selih, Director of the Institute of

Criminology, noted that the events of the last few years had made pan-

European discussion not only possible, hut necessary. During the years when

Europe was divided, the problems had been approached differently in the two

parts of Europe, and the problems themselves had been different. Crime has

now received increased prominence as a serious social problem in Central and

Eastern Europe. Moreover, the emergence of a 'borderless Europe' with the free

flow of persons in all directions required a European perspective on crime and

crime policy.

Crime trends

The first topic, 'Crime Trends in Eastern and Western Europe', was presented

by Director Matti Joutsen (European Institute for Crime Prevention and

Control, affiliated with the United Nations) and Professor Jerzy Jasinski (Polish

Academy of Science, Poland). Following cautions about the dangers of drawing

conclusions regarding crime and crime control from the statistics, Matti

Joutsen noted that the available data on crime trends in the different Western

1 Director of HEUNI, P.O. Box 161, Fin-00131, Helsinki, Finland.
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European countries suggested that the steep increase in reported crime during

the post-War period had levelled off during the 1980s and the early 1990s.

During the 1990s, significant increases in reported crime could be noted only

in the United Kingdom and in the newly unified Germany. This stabilization of

crime runs counter to the perception of the public and of policy-makers and

practitioners. Many regarded it as self-evident that the integration of Western

Europe and the marked changes in Central and Eastern Europe had aggravated

the crime problem also in the West. Moreover, for example the marginalization

of many young, urban males, the deterioration of the social safety net, the

increase in drug and alcohol problems, and the growing number of prisoners

should lead to increased crime.

One possible answer to this dilemma is that the changes have occurred more

in the structure than in the amount of (recorded) crime. Moreover, many

serious types of crime, for example organized crime, corruption, professional

crime, economic crime and drug trafficking, may remain unreported or

unrecorded, and would not necessarily be revealed even in victimization

surveys.

Professor Jerzy Jasinski focused on commonalities in the development of crime

in Central and Eastern Europe. He noted the common history in this region,

including the promotion of an authoritarian official ideology also through

criminal law and criminal policy. The 'transition' during the late 1980s and the

early 1990s made it possible for the different countries to develop along

different lines. Even here, however, commonalities appear, including the wide-

spread fall in income, social insecurity and uncertainty about the future.

Although the statistica suggest. two-fold or even three-fold increases in the

total amount of crime reported to the police from the late 1980s to the early

1990s in most countries in this region, Professor Jasinski noted that part of this

increase could well be attributed to the artificially low level of crime noted in

the statietics before the transition, and to an increased willingness to report

crime. As for the structure of crime, no dramatic change can be seen in the

statistics. Nonetheless, changes may well be taking place in respect of unre-

ported crime, and in the way traditional criminal offences are committed:

increased brutalization, increased professionalization, and more economic

crime, corruption and organized crime.

In the discussion following the presentations on crime trends, several speakers

provided information on the development of crime and criminal justice in

their countries. The rapid increase in crime rates during the early 1990s was

affirmed, as was, in many cases, the levelling off in the most recent years.

Comparisons were also made of prison rates; the rate for the Russian Federa-

tion was now said to be the highest in the world, at some 700 per 100,000 in

population. Cautions were expressed against generalizations regarding crime
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trends. There were considerable differences between crime groups within

regions and even within countries. Crime evolves and changes its form. There

may well be more violence and more drug use involved.

Organized crime

The second topic, 'Organized and Transnational Crime in Europe', was intro-

duced by papers from Professor Cyrille Fijnaut (Faculty of Law, Leuven,

Belgium) and Professor Yakov Gilinskiy (Russian Academy of Science, Depart-

ment in Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation). The paper by Professor Cyrille

Fijnaut reviewed the status of organized crime research in Europe. Despite the

considerable importance attached to the subject, little research has been

conducted, either on the international or the national level. Important re-

search had been conducted in only a few countries, such as Germany, Italy and

the Netherlands.

The paucity of original research on organized crime may be attributed to the

view that organized crime is not a 'real' issue; the inability of criminology to

offer proper conceptual and methodological tools; the unwillingness of

qualified criminologists to deal with the issue; the reluctance of the authorities

to grant access to their sources of information; and difficulties in conducting

empirical research in an area where those directly involved are unwilling to

speak with others.

Professor Fijnaut concluded his paper by arguing that the promotion of

academic research on organized crime was in the interest of criminology as a

science, it would improve the basis for the formulation of public policy, and it

would be in the intererts of the practitioners themselves.

Professor Yakov Gilinskiy reviewed the status of and prospects for organized

crime in the Russian Federation. Organized crime had long historical roots,

predating the Revolution. The flourishing of organized crime can more directly

be traced to the recent weakening of formal control, the opportunities for

profits opened up by the economic reform, the increased mobility of offenders,

and the immense possibilities that privatisation provides for money launder-

ing. Legal businesses are forced to co-operate with organized crime by the

endemic nature of corruption, the prohibitively high tax rate, the pervasiveness

of racketeering, the rigidity of normative regulations on economic activity as

well as the Jack of regulation in some fields, and the synthesis of legal and

illegal activity, for example in the form of trademark piracy and the counter-

feiting of securities. Professor Gilinskiy concluded with the pessimistic assess-

ment that democracy and economic reform in the Russian Federation are

seriously endangered by the wide social basis on which organized crime rests,

the politicization of organized crime as well as the 'criminalization' of policy

and the economy.
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A paper by Ando Leps (Member of Parliament, Estonia) on 'Organized crime in

Estonia: its historical preconditions' was distributed hut not presented. In it,

he notes that organized crime evolved from the gray ('shadow') economy in

the Soviet Union. The process of privatization made money laundering

possible, and the collapse of the empire weakened the power structures and

the control of material and financial resources, as well as weakened the

control of borders. The paper goes on to note that Russian organized crime is

seeking to extend itself to Estonia, which lacks a tradition of organized crime.

The development of a market economy, and the disruption in economic life

and legislation provide possibilities for this, in particular in the form of money

laundering. Other potential areas include trafficking in firearms and drugs.

Control is made difficult by the tense relations between the Baltic and Russian

authorities, which make for example controlled delivery almost impossible.

European policy

The third topic, 'Crime Policy: Designing a European Policy', was introduced by

papers by Professor Katalin Gtinczál (Parliamentary Commission for Human

Rights, Budapest, Hungary) and Director Gunther Kaiser (Max Planck Institute,

Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany). Katalin Gónczól discussed the dilemma of

punishment, the failure of social policy, and the problems of crime prevention.

She noted that previously, the simple moralist view was that 'offenders should

be punished'. With the growing awareness of the social factors leading to

crime, there has been a focus on making punishment more humane and

promoting reintegration. However, there has been wide-spread disillusionment

with past theories of deviance, and with the means of treatment devised on

their basis.

During socialism, collective interests prevailed over individual interests in the

definition of 'deviance'. The institutionalized response to deviance was under

direct political control. One level of norm-violating conduct developed in the

'grey market', which ínvolved corruption and operated with the support of a

silent consensus of the majority. A second level developed among the

marginalized 'outsiders', who were subjected to strong and intensive, and often

counterproductive, control. With the change in regime, this political control

was relaxed, but the institutions for the control of deviance have found

themselves in a crisis. The underlying concepts have been discredited, re-

sources have been severely cut, the old belief in collective values has been

replaced by hard individualistic values, and the difficult social and economic

situation itself increases the amount of deviance.

The illusion that deviance will disappear under socialism has been replaced by

the illusion that the market will automatically restore a stable society. The
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response to this among the public and the politicians has been a call for more

consistent, more effective and more punitive control. So far, at least Hungarian

criminal law has been able to resist these calls by relying on the traditional

principles of justice and human rights, and the scope of criminal law as well as

the severity of sentences have in fact decreased.

Gunther Kaiser reviewed criminal policy from a Western European perspective.

He distinguished between two levels of issues in criminal policy, crime issues

and crime control issues. In respect of crime issues, new forms of crime as

well as changes in attitudes have expanded the scope of the definition of

crime. Considerable emphasis is given in Europe to the internationalization of

crime and to the impact of science and technology on crime.

Relatively clear cycles can be seen in the response to crime, although the shifts

take place at different times in different countries. The criticism against

modern criminal policy varies: criminal justice is said to do too much (exces-

sive stigmatization) and too little (insufficient protection of victims), and it is

said to act in an inequitable, ineffective and problematic manner. One res-

ponse has been to call for a shift where possible from formal social control to

informal measures, through diversion, mediation and restitution. Despite the

considerable interest in crime prevention, the traditional system of criminal

sanctions will retain its importance. The use of imprisonment appears to be

increasing, and non-custodial sanctions do not appear to be as effective as

had been expected.

Another response has been the privatization of State crime control, ranging

from 'security partnerships' between law enforcement agencies, businesses

and institutions, to the privatization of prisons. Overall, it appears clear that

the debate on crime control will continue, as will the tensions between

retribution and prevention, and between liberty and security.

The discussion following these two papers emphasized that criminal policy

had become a political issue in West and in East. Fear of crime was fanned by

a harshening rhetoric. Moreover, politicians tended to be dismissive of the

advice of criminologists. Criminologists should continue to offer their profes-

sional advice on how to deal with the key issues, on the basis of carefully

evaluated experimental projects and research results, and with a strong

emphasis on human rights and fundamental guarantees.

European co-operation

The fourth topic, 'European Co-operation in Criminal Justice', was introduced

by Peter Wilkitzki (Ministry of Justice, Bonn, Germany) and Igor Dzialuk

(Ministry of Justice, Warsaw, Poland). Peter Wilkitzki looked at international co-

operation in Europe primarily in the light of German experience. Formerly, co-
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operation between East and West tended to take place only in the rare serious

cases, in the form of the application of the principle of aut Bedere aut iudicare.

The changes that have occurred since the end of the 1980s, especially with the

opening of the borders, have required a reassessment. New agreements are

necessary, since the Central and Eastern European countries lack a tradition in

allowing mutual legal assistance on a non-treaty basis. Moreover, the increas-

ing number of cases requires a firmer foundation for co-operation.

The Council of Europe conventions have, to some extent, filled this gap. None-

theless, work on ratification of these convention proceeds slowly, and for

example the Russian Federation still prefers bilateral treaties. Moreover, where

the volume of co-operation is high, additional bilateral agreements may prove

useful. Problems remain, especially in respect of criminal procedure and

differences in penal systems. The minimum rights of defence and detention

conditions tend to be lower in Central and Eastern Europe. There are also

problems in the differences of competence of the various authorities. He

concluded by noting that at least the German experience in legal co-operation

has been positive; trust and understanding between the States and the
individuals concerned has strengthened.

Igor Dzialuk surveyed co-operation among Central and Eastern European

countries, and the growing integration of this co-operation within the wider

European framework. Before 1989, co-operation was largely based on custom-

ary law, the provisions of domestic legislation, and bilateral treaties. The only

multilateral convention in this field was the Convention on the Transfer of

Convicted Persons (Berlin 1978). Following 1989, the countries have begun to

sign and ratify the conventions of the Council of Europe, in particular those on

extradition, mutual assistance and the transfer of convicted persons. The

recent money laundering convention may soon be ratified by more countries,

although for some countries some of its provisions may prove difficult without

major legislative reform.

Many Central and Eastern European countries are already looking beyond the

Council of Europe towards membership in the European Union. This will also

have impact on co-operation in criminal justice. Here, the United Nations

conventions are relevant, in particular the 1961, 1971 and 1988 drug conven-

tions, which have already been widely ratified by the countries of this region.

Punishment and rehabilitation

The final topic, 'Punishment and/or rehabilitation strategies', was introduced

by lana Válková (Institute of Social Work and Criminology, Prague, Czech

Republic) and Dragan Petrovec (Institute of Criminology, Ljubljana, Slovenia)

with comments by Roger Hood (Institute of Criminology, Oxford, England).
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Jana Válková noted that, despite the differences between the contexts of

criminal law in the different countries, there are considerable similarities in

the systems of sanctions. Most European criminal justice systems continue to

rely on the traditional sanctions of imprisonment and fines, with most having

'second track sanctions' of suspended centences, probation and security

measures. These systems, already a century old, are largely based on the

discredited philosophy of treatment and rehabilitation.

Using the Czech Criminal Code as an example, she noted how this approach is

reflected in the provisions on the purpose of punishment, in particular in the

case of young offenders. Following the general reform of criminal law in the

Czech Republic since 1990, there has been a strong move towards non-

custodial sanctions. Merely changing the legislation, however, is not sufficient;

resources must be allocated towards the implementation of these new sanc-

tions. She argued that particular attention should be focused on young

offenders and first-time offenders.

In his paper, Dragan Petrovec compared the death of the treatment ideology to

the extinction of dinosaurs. The 'climate' in criminal policy had clearly

changed during the post-War period, with considerably less support for the

treatment ideology. He suggested that the more aggressive 'dinosaurs' - the

more punitive forms of treatment - have managed to survive this change in

climate. Forms of treatment such as psychoanalysis, hypnosis, narcoanalysis

and, in extreme cases, psychosurgery promised effective results, and genetic

science opened up new possibilities in an attempt at early detection of 'natural

born criminals'.

The criticism of much of treatment by Martinson and others rested less on

human rights arguments than on arguments of efficiency. The resulting 'neo-

classicist' philosophy, in the view of Dragan Petrovec, had soon become caught

up with the fear of crime and the desire for vengeance, which increased the

use of custodial sanctions and, in some countries, capital punishment.

Treatment has managed to survive, often under the new label of 'reintegration'.

The most widespread form of treatment is the constant surveillance of the

offender, either in or out of custody. Another trend has been in bio-medicine,

in attempts at early diagnosis of delinquents, for example through the meas-

urement of neurophysiological abnormalities in the function of the brain.

Attempts at a more tolerant, democratic and understanding form of treatment,

such as Fenton's 'client-centred therapy' found difficulties in meeting the

efficiency criteria by which measures were assessed, and did not gain political

or popular support. Perhaps more importantly, such forms of therapy threat-

ened the practitioner's authority over inmates.

Roger Hood, in his comments on these two papers, noted that the debate over

punishment is long-standing. There is no consistent 'Western view' or experi-
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ence in this regard. Some of the shared elements, however, are the emergence

of neo-classicism, the interest in de-institutionalization especially for young

offenders, the development of non-custodial sanctions, and the theory that

just deserts and proportionality set a limit on the severity of punishment.

Roger Hood noted that Braithwaite, in his book Not fust Deserts, had pointed

out that the theory of just deserts and of proportionality, put forward in the

interests of the de-escalation of punishment, in fact linked punishment to

values and, ultimately, public opinion. In many countries, this created the

basis for an escalation in punishment. This can be most clearly seen in the

rhetoric in the United Kingdom and the United States, where the official policy

appears to be that 'prison works'; prison is said to deter and incapacitate.

In closing the colloquium, Professor Alenka Selih expressed her appreciation to

those who had prepared papers, to the Ministries of the Interior and of

Education and Sports of the Republic of Slovenia, to the local organizers, and

to the Volkswagen Foundation for their support. She especially noted the

strong support that she had received from Gunther Kaiser and from the Max

Planck Institute in the planning and organization of the Colloquium.



Recent trends in crime in Western

Europe

Matti Joutsen'

Data on crime trends

Offences reported to the police2

Five years ago, Jan van Dijk reviewed the trend in the total of registered crime

in England and Wales, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, the Nether-

lands and Sweden since 1950 (Van Dijk, 1991). He noted that, after sharp

increases in all five countries, by the mid-1980s the rate in the first four

countries 'seems to have reached a ceiling around the rate of 7,000 registered

crimes per 100,000 inhabitants' (p. 29). Sweden's rate continued to increase.

Van Dijk also noted that the rates for violent crimes had continued to increase

at least in England and Wales and in the Netherlands: 'this recent trend may

foreshadow a gradual change in the crime pattern in Europe. A somewhat

larger proportion of recorded registered crime in Europe may consist of violent

crime in the 1990s' (p. 30).

Kauko Aromaa has recently supplemented Van Dijk's data with comparable

data from the four Nordic countries of Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden

(Aromaa, 1996). Here, too, he noted a long-term increase since 1950. The

increase continued up to about 1990 (somewhat later than in the other

countries noted by Van Dijk) but then the rates stabilized.

Could the rates in Western Europe have remained stable into the 1990s? The

general opinion among the public and criminologists alike seems to be that

the increases in recorded crime throughout Central and Eastern Europe at the

end of the 1980s and the early 1990s have been reflected also in Western

Europe.3 (Indeed, the public always appears to assume that the amount of

crime is increasing, no matter what happens elsewhere.)

1 Director of HEUNI, P.O. Box 161, Fin-00131 Helsinki, Finland.

2 This section is largely based on Aromaa, 1996.

3 Sec, for example, Europe, 1996, p. 39: 'Police-recorded crime has displayed in most Western

European countries a new upswing since the stagnation period in the 1980s.'
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Figure 1: Crimes recorded by the police 1987-1994 per 100,000 (selected countries)
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Figure 1 presents the data on total crime recorded by the police in fifteen

Western European countries.4 Although a clear swing upwards can indeed be

noted in two countries (England and Wales, and Scotland) beginning with

1988, and in Germany after the reunification, the dominant impression one

receives from Figure 1 is one of stability. During these years of increases in

recorded crime in Eastern Europe, the amount of recorded crime in most

Western European countries remained on almost the same level (Greece,

Northern Ireland and Norway), followed a path of slow growth (Austria,

Belgium, Ireland, France and the Netherlands), or underwent a small and quite

brief blip upwards (Denmark, Finland, Italy and Sweden).

4 The data for Figure 1 were taken from Table 1.2 of Criminal Statistics England and Wales 1994.

Footnote 1 of the table notes that it includes 'More serious offences. In many countries defined

as against the "penai code" or "criminal code" and excludes less serious crimes (misdemeanours).

The range of offences covered differ between each country and comparisons based upon absolute

figures are therefore misleading.'
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Figure 2: Homicide recorded by the police 1987-1993 per 100,000 (selected countries)
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The category 'total recorded crime' contains a mixed assortment of acts that

would not necessarily follow the same trends. Moreover, the category is largely

dominated by property crime. For this reason, we should take a separate look

at specific offence categories, a task that is made difficult by the differences in

definitions and the structure of the statistica.

The Council of Europe's draft model European Sourcebook of Crime and

Criminal Justice Statistics (1995) provides roughly comparable data from a

number of Western European countries on completed homicides, robbery and

rape (table 5a of the draft). Figures 2-4 are based on these data.5 Because of

the considerable differences in definitions of offences from one jurisdiction to

the next, as well as the differences in the statistical classification of offences,

5 The data refer to 'Offences recorded by the police', for, respectively, intentional killing of a

person, rape/sexual intercourse with a woman against her will, and robbery/stealing from a

person with force or threat of force. Data on Denmark and Finland have been added from the

Yearbook of Nordic Statistics 1995 ('Offences registered by the police'). Data on Germany have

been added from the annual German police statistica.
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Figure 3: Robberyrecorded by the police 1987-1993 per 100,000 (selected countries)
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little attention should be paid to relative differences in the rates between

countries. It is the trend in the various countries that is at issue here.

1993

- Homicide

With the exception of Northern Ireland, where there was a sharp dip in the rate

of recorded completed homicide in 1989-1990; Italy, where 1991 formed a peak

year, and Scotland, where 1992 formed a peak year, the rates of recorded

homicide in Western Europe are marked by stability and their low level. From

year to year (and again with the exception of Northern Ireland), between one

and three homicides have been recorded per 100,000 in population. Overall,

there is a barely perceptible growth during the six-year period shown in

Figure 2.

- Robbery

The ratel for recorded robbery show somewhat more variety than the rates for

recorded homicide (see Figure 3). In Northern Ireland, there has been an

overall decrease during the period discussed. There have been rather steep

increases (given the short period under review) in England and Wales, and in

Scotland, although the rate for Scotland decreased sharply Erom 1992 to 1993.
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Figure 4: Rape recorded by the police 1987-1993 per 100,000 (selected countries)
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There bas also been a marked overall increase in the rates for France, Ger-

many, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland. In the remaining countries,

perhaps the rates can best be described as reflecting a slow growth.

1993

- Rape

The rate of recorded rape in Western Europe appears to be even more stable

that the pattern for recorded homicide: there is little difference from year to

year (see Figure 4). Sweden appears to be an exception, with a steady and

fairly rapid growth throughout the period. However, caution is called for, due

to the large dark figure for rape (as opposed in particular to the dark figure for

homicide).

- Thefts

Figures 5 and 6 are based on a somewhat different collection of countries.

However, the trends indicated especially in Figure 5 follow the same pattern of

gradual growth as that in total recorded crime (Figure 1) - this is not surpris-

ing, since most of the total consists of thefts. For example, between 1987 and

1994 thefts alone accounted for about 60 % of all offences recorded in Ger-
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Figure 5: Thefts recorded by the police 1987-1993 per 100,000 (selected countries)
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many, 69 % of all offences recorded in the Netherlands and 75 % of all offences

recorded in England and Wales.6 A comparison with Figure 1 will thus show

considerable overlap between the graphs for the different countries (with the

significant exception of the sudden peak in the Danish figures for 1992).

England and Wales is the one country for which the statistica show a clear

increase in recorded thefts. Finland has had a somewhat slower increase. In

the other five countries - and with the exception of Denmark in 1992 - the

growth has been quite modest.

- Assaults

For recorded assaults, more consistently than for the other offences noted, the

trend is one of steady growth. The growth is quite appreciable in Sweden, but

growth can allo be noted in Denmark, the Netherlands and Norway. The

greatest stability was to be found in Germany and in England and Wales.7

6 In Germany, 'Diebstahl unter erschwerenden Umstánden' and 'Diebstahl ohne erschwerenden

Umstánden', in the Netherlands 'eenvoudige diefstal' and 'diefstal d.m.v. braak', and in England

and Wales 'theft and handling of stolen goods', and 'burglary'.

7 Following the Criminal Justice Act 1988 in England and Wales assault became a summary offence

and is no longer recorded as a notifiable offence. The data for England and Wales thus cover only
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Figure 6: Assaults recorded by the police 1987-1989 per 100,000 (selected countries)
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Conclusions regarding recorded crime

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

After a long period of increase, the amount of reported crime in those Western

European countries from which data are available has stabilized during the

late 1980s and the early 1990s. This can be seen in respect of both the total

amount of recorded crime and the amount of individual offences.

It has become a commonplace to say that crime is increasing. This is what the

public `knows', in part because it is the image that the media have portrayed

for so long (up to the mid-1980s, by and large correctly). A simple and suitable

explanation (the kind much favoured by the media) has been available: it has

been regarded as self-evident that the integration brought on by the European

Union, and the increasing crime rates in Central and Eastern Europe, have

contributed to more and more crime in Western Europe.

And yet, the statistics on reported crime do not support such a view. Had the

transformation in Central and Eastern Europe contributed to higher crime

rates in Western Europe - for example because waves of foreigners would have

'wounding or ether acts of endangering life', apparently a much more restrictive category than

what was used in the other six countries.
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come pouring over the borders in order to commit crimes - this should have

been reflected in increases in crime in the countries most at risk: Austria,

Finland, Germany and Italy. The few countries with appreciable increases -

England and Wales, and Scotland - are further away, and presumably the

reason for increases in these countries would have to be sought somewhere

else than in a 'criminal contagion from Central and Eastern Europe. (Even in

countries bordering on Central and Eastern Europe, crime remains predomi-

nantly 'national'; only a very small proportion of reported offences have been

committed by foreigners.)

Also the structure of crime as reflected in the statistica has not changed

appreciably. Throughout Europe, most of the total of recorded crime is prop-

erty crime, in particular thefts. Thus, it is not surprising that also the amount

of recorded thefts follows the same pattern of stability. A separate analysis of

the trend in recorded violent offences (homicides and robberies in twelve

countries, assaults in seven countries) and in recorded rape (in twelve coun-

tries) did not significantly alter this overall impression of stability. Overall, the

number of recorded homicides, assaults and rapes, which account for only a

minority of all recorded crime, increased only very gradually, with some

exceptions in the Nordic countries (assaults in Denmark, Norway and Sweden,

and rape in Sweden). The number of recorded robberies increased more

generally from country to country, again with some exceptions.

These figures need not necessarily reflect the development in crime itself.

Much crime remains unreported, and so the seeming stability may mask other

changes, for example in the willingness of victims and bystanders to report

offences. Moreover, there may also have been changes within the aggregates

for different reported offences (for example, more homicides may be directed

against strangers). There is thus reason to look at other sources of data.

Victimization surveys

As with statistics, also victimization surveys have drawbacks. Comparability is

made difficult by differences in methodology and in definitions. Such surveys

cannot cover victimless crimes or (very readily) crimes against organizations or

corporate entities.8 The samples generally do not include minors or the aged.

The research design tends to exclude persons who cannot be reached through

household surveys, such as 'socially marginal persons' (a term used by

Farrington and WikstrSm, 1993, p. 153), institutionalized persons and con-

scripts.

8 See, however, John Walker, 1994. An international business victimization survey is in progress.
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Table 1: Percentage of respondents victimized during the preceding year, selected

offences (first and second survey)

car theft theft from

car

bicycle theft burglary with

entry

robbery assault or

threat

personal

thefts

1988 1991 1988 1991 1988 1991 1988 1991 1988 1991 1988 1991 1988 1991

Belgium 0.8 1,1 2.7 3.8 2.7 2.8 2.3 2.1 1 0.9 2 1.8 4 3.1

England &Wales 1.8 3,7 5.6 8.6 1 3 2.1 3 0.7 1.1 1.9 3.8 3.1 4.2

Finland 0.4 0,7 2.7 3 3.1 4.9 0.6 0.6 0.8 1 2.9 4.1 4.3 3.2

France 2.3 6 1.4 2.4 0.4 2 3.6

W. Germany 0.4 0.3 4.7 2.4 3.3 3.6 1.3 0.8 0.8 0.4 3.1 1.9 3.9 2.3

Italy 2,7 7 2.4. 2.4 1.3 0.8 3.6

Netherlands 0.3 0.5 5.3 6.8 7.6 9.9 2.4 2 0.9 1 3.4 4 4.5 4.6

N. Ireland 1.6 4 1.6 1.1 0.5 1.8 2.2

Norway 1.1 2.8 2.8 0.8 0.5 3 3.2

Scotland 0.8 1 5.3 1 2 0.5 1.8 2.6

Spain 1.3 9.9 1 1.7 2.8 3 5

Sweden 1.7 3.9 7 1.3 0.3 2.7 4.2

Switzerland 0 1.9 3.2 1 0.5 1.2 4.5

Sources: Van Dijk et af., 1990, p. 174; Alvazzi del Frate et al., 1993. pp. 441-655

Nonetheless, they do have marked benefits, in particular in comparative

research. An international victimization survey has now been carried out three

times, in 1989, 1992 and 1996. The results of the first and second sweep have

been published (Van Dijk et al., 1990, Alvazzi del Frate et al., 1993). The results

of the third sweep were not available at the time of this writing.9 Table 1 shows

the results of the first two sweeps of the survey for selected offences in the

Western European countries that took part.

Five countries (Belgium, England and Wales, Finland, West Germany and the

Netherlands) participated in both sweeps. It appears that the prevalence of car

theft, theft from cars, bicycle theft, assault and personal theft have increased,

while the prevalence of burglary with entry and robbery have stayed about the

same. On a country-by-country basis, victimization has clearly increased in

England and Wales (as is indeed reflected in the statistics), increased in more

categories than it has decreased in the Netherlands, and decreased in (West)

9 Data from the third sweep in Finland are already available (Heiskanen, 1996, p. 4). These suggest

very little change (1992 compared to 1995). Car theft has decreased very slightly (from 0.7% to

0.5%), theft from a car and burglary with entry have remained the same (2.9% and 0.6%

respectively), bicycle theft has increased (from 5.0% to 5.4%), robbery has decreased (from 1.0%

to 0.5%), assault or threat has decreased very slightly (from 4.4% to 4.2%), and personal theft has

decreased almost imperceptibly (from 3.4% to 3.3%).
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Table 2: Proportion of selected offences reported to the police in Western European

countries, according to the international crime surveys of 1989 and/or 1992 (5

year rates).

car theft theft trom bicycle burglary with robbery assault personal

car theft entry thefts

1988 1991 1988 1991 1988 1991 1988 1991 1988 1991 1988 1991 1988 1991

Belgium 86 91 65 77 70 77 79 88 42 55 36 45 50 60

England&W 96 94 70 73 76 75 90 96 68 51 44 41 59 51

Finland 65 100 61 56 63 55 60 74 32 30 18 26 38 38

France 95 68 55 84 50 37 53

W.Germany 89 94 83 87 74 80 99 84 48 71 26 25 40 47

Italy 95 40 29 66 42 24 43

Netherlands 91 90 72 75 73 67 94 90 53 59 39 43 48 53

N. Ireland 96 55 58 85 60 52 25

Norway 74 58 45 78 33 29 31

Scotland 92 78 78 93 49 43 51

Spain 78 32 27 47 30 28 43

Sweden 97 70 67 66 81 29 50

Switzerland 89 71 84 80 41 26 42

Sources: Van Dijk et al, 1990, p. 177; Alvazzi del Frate et al., 7993, pp. 441-655. Rates rounded

Germany. In both Belgium and Finland, the amount of victimization has stayed

about the same.

In the surveys the respondents were also asked whether or not the most recent

offence had been reported to the authorities. Table 2, which includes results

from both the 1989 and the 1992 surveys, shows the proportion of victims who

had reported the offence to the police.

Of the five countries that participated in both sweeps, Belgium, Finland and

(West) Germany saw an increase in the proportion of offences that were

reported to the police. The trend in England and Wales, and in the Netherlands

was more mixed, although in general it could be said that the reporting rate in

these two countries remained much the same.

Other data on crime

The basic prerequisite for assessing trends, repeated measurements at different

times, is at present fulfilled only by official statistics and the victimization

surveys. In both cases, however, the image provided is skewed. The official
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statistics are limited to offences that come to the attention of the authorities.

The victimization surveys, in turn, are limited to the array of traditional victim

offences that are covered by the questions (although questions are now being

asked about corruption and consumer fraud, and business victimization

surveys are under way).

So far, only one international self-report delinquency study has been carried

out (Junger-Tas et al., 1994). Aside from the fact that comparative conclusions

on the basis of tuis survey are hampered by differences in the methodology

used, the usefulness of this approach in depicting trends will have to wait for

replications in the same countries.

One possible additional source of information on trends would be expert

opinion, the sense of those who deal with crime and criminal policy.10 A recent

survey was carried out by a Council of Europe working group (Europe, 1996;

see also Aromaa, 1996), in which European governments (East and West) were

asked to assess recent developments in crime that would be linked to the

economie, political and social changes in Europe at the end of the 1980s and

the beginning of the 1990s.

The study showed that drug-related crime was of particular concern in all

countries, and a general concern was expressed over rising crime rates. The

different governments also expressed concern over increases in the number of

so-called traditional offences: 'In most Western European countries, crime

rates in general are reported to have increased. A long, indiscriminate list of

offenses is mentioned in this respect, including: petty crimes, property crimes,

sexual crimes, assaults, shoplifting, burglaries, rape, robbery with violence,

armed robbery, thefts, offences against property (armed robberies with

violence of banks, security vehicles, supermarkets), violence, particularly

domestic and juvenile crime, gang crime.' (Europe, 1996, p. 41). As noted

above, in most countries this sense of 'rising crime rates' is not reflected in the

statistics, at least for the broad categories of theft, assault, homicide, robbery

and rape - unless one is disposed to accept even slight increases as cause for

concern.

The report continues by noting that the following offences have been men-

tioned as possibly being linked to the recent economie, social and political

changes in Europe (Europe, 1996, pp. 41-42 and ff.):

- organized crime in general (including organized business crime and

organized trafficking in forbidden, smuggled and stolen goods, such as

narcotics, arms, pharmaceuticals, nuclear materials and people);

10 For an example of the use of this approach in assessing the amount of money laundering, see

Walker, 1995.
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- car thefts, in particular trans-border car thefts (many of which are assumed

to have been committed by gangs);

- economic crime (for example, 'reunification-related' crime in Germany,

and fraud relating to European Union regulations, such as the misuse of

subsidies);

- money laundering;

- arms trafficking;

- corruption;

- illegally exported refuse;

- immigration-related crime;

- visa and passport forgery;

- crime related to industrial legislation, in particular illegal recruitment of

clandestine migrant workers;

- criminality linked with prostitution and other forms of sexual exploitation;

- violence against foreigners.

Overall, the working group suggested three main factors that shape the

situation (Europe, 1996, p. 43): changes in traditional organized or semi-

professional crime; aspects of economic crime or crime occurring in the

context of legal business activities; the exploitation of immigrants and other

vulnerable groups of the population. The report also noted that 'changes in

crime are often seen to concern particular categories of offenders and/or

victims, in particular foreigners', and that many (but not all) countries report a

growing incidence of offenses committed by young offenders.

Most of the offences in the above list are covered by existing statistical catego-

ries (acts related to organized crime, for example, could be classified as

homicide, extortion and arson) and, to some extent, by victimization surveys

(for example, car thefts, corruption, and violence against foreigners). At

present, it is difficult to discern changes within statistical categories. For

example, it is possible that although the number of homicides remains about

the same from year to year, the structure of homicide may change: the number

of homicides between acquaintances may decrease, and the number of

homicides between strangers (such as contract homicides, or other homicides

for economic gain) may increase.

The prison population

In addition to statistics on the number of offences reported to the police, the

use of other statistics in assessing trends could be considered. Examples

include prosecutorial statistics, and statistica on the number of offences or
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offenders dealt with by the court. However, attempts to elicit these data from

Western Europe - which one would assume would have among the most

developed statistical systems in the world, alongside of, for example, Australia,

Canada, New Zealand and the United States - have proved frustrating (see, for

example, Kangaspunta, 1995a, 1995b).

Counting the number of offences or offenders farther along the criminal

justice process nonetheless has some benefits as compared to counting the

number of offences reported to the police. (Assuredly, however, there are also

drawbacks; in particular the Pact that such statistics reflect only the small

proportion of offences where a suspect has been identified.) One such benefit

is that the nature of the (suspected) offence has been clarified. These offences

also tend to be among the more serious offences reported to the police, since

the police understandably place a priority on the investigation of, for example,

more serious violent offences.

Accordingly, there is reason to at least look at prison population statistics to

see if they could serve as one indicator of trends in crime. The Council of

Europe has gone to considerable efforts in order to increase the comparability

of the data published in its Penological Information Bulletin. Data on prison

populations have also been collected by the United Nations (Kangaspunta,

1995a, 1995b), and quite recently comparative data have been made available

by the Italian Ministry of Justice (1996).

During the last decade two indicators have been identified as useful in

analyzing and measuring prison populations: the number of incarcerated

persons on a given day of the year (the so-called 'stock'), and the number of

persons admitted into prison (the 'flow' of prisoners) (see Kuhn, 1992,

pp. 19-22).

The first three columns in Table 3 give data on prison population (the stock)

either on a certain day of the year (which differs Erom one country to the next)

or as an average. The fourth column gives the number of prisoners per

100,000; the fifth through seventh columns show data on admissions to prison

in a year (the flow) and the last column shows the rate of admission per

100,000 inhabitants in 1993 (the most recent year for which data are available).

An increase in the prison population (the stock) can be noted in two groups of

countries: in some countries with relatively high prison rates (France, Portugal,

England and Wales and especially Spain), and in some countries where these

rates have traditionally been low (the Netherlands and Sweden). A consistent

decrease over the ten-year period can be noted in only one country (Finland).

Table 3 also gives data on the prison population per 100,000 inhabitants in

1995. This rate ranges from 55 (the Netherlands) to 127 (Spain). Here, too, can

be noted that in some traditionally less punitive countries (the Netherlands
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Table 3: Prison population, 1986, 1990 and 1995; admissions per year, 1986, 1990 and

1993

Prison population Rate of Admissions per year Rate of

prison admission

popul. per per

100.000 100.000

1986 1990 1995 1995 1986 1990 1993 1993

Austria 7778 6231 6847 85 18587 20944 n.a.

Belgium 6193 6525 7562 74 20489 17693 18983 190

Cyprus 229 218 234 36 527 547 244 39

Denmark 3202 3375 3534 68 15213 13878 see note

Engl.&

Wales 46816 45466 51084 99 86153 67510 117310 235

Finland 3996 3385 2998 60 9216 8831 7999 157

France 42617 43913 58069 100 87906 78442 83149 140

Germany 53619 48792 60755 74 n.a. n.a. 141641 174

Italy 33609 26150 51973 91 95026 57738 99448 174

Luxembourg 323 352 n.a. n.a. 576 652 165

Netherlands 3813 6892 8410 55 20899 25320 29754 193

N. Ireland 1937 1785 1567 95 6030 4691 n.a.

Norway 2002 2378 n.a. 12046 10861 12228 281

Portugal 8165 9051 11252 114 10751 11122 11446 117

Scotland 5589 4724 5634 110 21754 17131 17420 340

Spain 25059 32902 49394 127 66231 60784 n.a.

Sweden 4106 4601 5526 63 14188 15833 n.a.

Turkey 50258 45210 46768 83 34931 44826 n.a.

Sources: Kangaspunta (1995), p. 44. Penological Information Bulletin (1995), p. 30 and ltalian Ministry of Justice (1996), p. 2

The 1986 and 1990 prison population data for Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, the Federal Republic of

Germany, Greece. Luxembourg and Spain are from the Prison Information Bulletins of,

respectively, 1986 and 1992. The 1986 and 1990 admissions data for Spain are from the Institute

for Social Policy Research. The 1995 data for Finland are from the Finnish Prison Administration

Department.

The 1995 Penological lnformation Bulletin provides a figure of 37,975 admissions for Denmark in

1993, which is more than twice the 1986 and 1990 figures. Since there has been no appreciable

increase in the prison population for Denmark for 1995, these 1993 figures appear suspect, and

have not been included in the table.

NB. The 1986 and 1990 data for Germany are for (West) Germany.
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and most of the Nordic countries) the rate is increasing if compared with data

from earlier years.

Data on admissions to prison (the flow) are given in the fifth through seventh

columns of Table 3. While moderate consistencies could be traced in the trend
in the prison population in the different countries (either a general pattern of

increase or a general pattern of decrease), there was much less consistency in

the numbers of admissions. An increase can be seen in the number of admis-

sions in some countries with traditionally low admission rates (such as the

Netherlands) and in some countries with traditionally high admission rates

(England and Wales, and Portugal). A moderate decrease can be seen in some

countries with traditionally higher numbers of admissions (such as Finland

and Scotland).

Also the rates of admissions to prison show a very broad range, and fall into a

relatively clear pattern: the higher the admission rate, the lower the prison

population rate and vice versa. This suggests that high admission rates are

connected at least in part with short stays in prison (as in Belgium, Finland,

Germany and the Netherlands) and low admission rates are respectively

connected with high or very high detention rates (France and Portugal).

However, this does not explain all the differences appearing in this column,

and there are three clear exceptions - England and Wales, and Scotland, with a

high prison population rate and a high rate of admission, and Cyprus, with a

low prison population rate and a low rate of admission.

Regrettably, the prison statistics do not provide sufficiently detailed data on

the types of offences for which persons have been placed in prison. The only

data generally available appear to be on the total prison population. The data

in Table 3 indicate that, by and large, the number of prisoners in Western

Europe is increasing - hut whether this is a reflection of an increase in the

number of (serious) offenders (such as drug offenders), the effectiveness of the

police and prosecutors, or the increasing punitiveness of sentencing practice

of the courts remains unclear.11

Measuring crime

The dangers of using statistics to generate conclusions regarding crime and

crime control in one's own country are well documented. The statistical (and,

to a large extent, empirical) information that we can find on crime is deter-

11 Haen-Marshall (1996, pp. 30-31) surmises that the increasingly important role of drugs in Europe

(and in the United States) is reflected in, among other things, higher incarceration rates for drug-

related offences. However, she does not provide any data on this. Regarding the use of data en

prison population to project future trends, see Home Office, 1991, and Home Office, 1996.
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mined by a complex mix of different processes: what cultural, moral and

political values are articulated in criminal law, how victims and bystanders

choose to define and react to unacceptable behaviour, what practical and

administrative priorities drive the authorities, what categories and administra-

tive routines have been developed for the statistics, how the statistics can be

accessed and presented, and, perhaps most importantly, what questions we

ask when looking at the statistics.

We all know that reported crime is not the same as actual crime, that the

statistics have been developed for administrative purposes and not to satisfy

research interests, and that the vagaries of changing laws, statistical practice

and the idiosyncrasies of the various persons and authorities involved in

defining criminal incidents make it difficult to draw any conclusions when

comparing statistics from different areas or from different times. We also know

that the crimes punished under the penai codes of different countries (the

crimes that are usually noted in the statistics) are generally the 'traditional'

offences, which do not necessarily have the greatest economic and social

consequences for society.

Moreover, quantitative measures of crime - whether crime statistics or the

results of surveys - have an innate tendency to be misleading. Quite simply,

the 'crime situation' in a country cannot be accurately reflected in a set of

numbers, no matter whether these figures reflect the official amount and

structure of crime (such as reported or recorded crime) or the 'real' amount

and structure of crime. The misleading effect of quantitative measures can be

seen in two ways. First, they focus our attention on the types and aspects of

crime on which data are available, and we tend to overlook other types and

aspects of crime. Second, the use of only a few key indicators implies a

number of generalizations.

We know far more about the trends in (recorded) theft and robbery than about

trends in the smuggling of migrants, computer crime or environmental

pollution simply because our reporting and recording systems are constructed

in a certain way. Moreover, because we have so much qualitative data on thefts

and robberies, these preoccupy our attention. Now and then the media will

report isolated cases of, for example, the smuggling of migrants and perhaps

provide impressionistic 'pseudo-analyses' that suggest huge increases in the

phenomenon, hut we have no way of knowing how near the mark they are. Do

we really have 'crime problems' consisting of, for example, hate crimes, the

smuggling of nuclear materials, the dissemination of child pornography on the

Internet, or organized crime committed by foreigners? Are media reports

overblown examples of moral panics, or do they only reflect the tip of the

iceberg?

Even for those offences for which we have data, we may be misled by generali-
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zations. What does it mean, for example, that official statistics report that the

police in a country recorded 1,000 burglaries during a year? How were these

burglaries distributed spatially and in time? What were these burglaries like?

Were they directed at private residences or businesses? Who committed them?

What was the extent of the losses? If there has been an increase, where has this

occurred and why? Is 1,000 'a lot'? Are the 1,000 burglaries recorded during the

year in some way comparable with 1,000 burglaries recorded ten or fifty

years ago?

And what does it mean if a victimization survey shows that the same country

had 2,000 burglaries of private residences during the same year? How were

these burglaries distributed spatially and in time? What were these burglaries

like? Who committed them? Who were the victims? What was the extent of the

losses? Why were only about one half of them reported to the police? Is 2,000

'a lot'?

Explanation of crime trends

In the light of the stability of the crime trends in Europe, it is interesting to

look over to the United States. At about the same time as in Europe - during

the early 1980s - crime rates also in the US began to stabilize, if not decline

(Haen-Marshall, 1996). There is a considerable debate in the United States as

to whether the lowering in the crime rates can be attributed to demographics,

in particular a decrease in the number of persons in the crime-prone age of 15

to 24 years (which appears to be a popular explanation among many crimi-

nologists), improved police methods (understandably offered as the explana-

tion by representatives of the police) or, for example, the success of the quite

punitive 'war on crime' (a popular explanation among incumbents who are

running for re-election). Other explanations in the US include a levelling off of

the use of crack cocaine, and the moderate unemployment rate.

Since (recorded) crime trends stabilized at the same time in so many different

countries, the explanation must of necessity be found in fundamental social

processes (including demographic processes) rather than in changing police

practices or in whatever happens to be the 'politics of the month'.

Western Europe is slowly beginning to recover from a long recession. In most

Western European countries, the annual economic growth rate currently

ranges from one to three per cent, and inflation is around five per cent. Most

national unemployment figures range between five and ten per cent, although

in some countries (Finland, Ireland and Spain) unemployment has climbed

over fifteen per cent. The unemployment figures for certain demographic

groups (such as for young males in urban areas, a group that is a central

concern in criminal policy) can be much higher: in 1995, one out of four
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youths (15-24 year old) were unemployed in Finland, France and Greece, one

out of three were unemployed in Italy, and 42.5 per cent were unemployed in

Spain (The Economist, 27 July 1996, p. 90).

The lifteen member states of the European Union have agreed to remove

international barriers to the free movement of persons, goods, services and

capital. This has created a new basis for economic development, and requires

considerable regional restructuring of economic activity. People will seek

better economic opportunities not only in other parts of their own country, but

in other member states of the European Union. They are being joined by an

increasing stream of economic refugees and migrants from Eastern Europe,

North Africa and other regions, a stream that the European Union is seeking to

check with the establishment of what amounts to a `cordon sanitaire' along its

external frontier.

Two of the more significant demographic changes in Western Europe are

closely related to developments in crime: the ageing of the population, and the

considerable migratory movements, both within and from outside Europe,

especially from North Africa and former colonies of England and France. On

one hand, the ageing population shrinks the number of people who are at

their most crime-prone age. On the other, it shrinks the number of people

entering the labour force, thus increasing the demand for foreign workers.

With the structural change in jobs - in particular the downsizing of the

manufacturing sector and the increase in highly demanding jobs in the service

sector - the newly unemployed find it more and more difficult to retrain for

new jobs. Their position is worsened by the decision of many Western Euro-

pean countries to reduce social benefits.

The apparent stabilization of the amount of crime throughout most of Western

Europe may appear puzzling in the light of the available theories. For example,

wide-spread economic restructuring is still taking place in Western Europe,

and the unemployment rate remains high. However, Van Dijk's conclusions

(1994) on the basis of the results of victimization surveys suggest one possible

explanation: increases in crime may in time be off-set by changes in the

behaviour of potential victims. He suggests that at a certain level, increases in

the opportunity for crime appear to make the potential victims more aware of

the risks and of the need for additional precautions. Simple economic theory

suggests that a general equilibrium is reached when the marginal cost of

protection is greater than the marginal loss through crime. This, understand-

ably, is largely a question of how the individual victim perceives the costs and

potential loss. It is therefore quite possible that the apparent recent levelling-

off of the rates of reported crime is due to an increased willingness of poten-

tial victims to invest time and money in prevention: Western Europe (and, for

that matter, the United States) may have reached this state of equilibrium.
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So far, the image that the statistics and the empirical research provide us of

crime trends in Western Europe seems almost reassuring: crime rates have

stabilized, people may become better at preventing crime and - who knows? -

perhaps we can work together to bring down the level of crime. This, however,

flies in the face of much of what we know about crime in Western Europe (or

think that we know). The concern that runs throughout the responses to the

survey of the Council of Europe working group is palpable and undoubtedly

real. We 'know', for example, that the process of integration has raised the

prospect of increased money laundering, subsidy fraud and other types of

economic crime within the European Union. We 'know' that the opening of the

borders between East to West has led to an increase in the smuggling of cars

and drugs, and also to the smuggling of new types of contraband, including

firearms, art, persons (as migrant workers, economic refugees and/or prosti-

tutes) and dangerous substances. We 'know' that some types of crime are

becoming increasingly professional.

We 'know' that organized crime has become entrenched in many Western

European countries, engaging for example in racketeering, drug trafficking,

smuggling and prostitution (Sterling, 1994; Savona et al., 1995, pp. 17-20 and

ff.). At the same time, we 'know' that crime as a whole has become increas-

ingly international, even though - as noted - the large majority of individual

incidents remains 'garden-variety' domestic crime.

We also 'know' that the profile of the typical offender who comes to the

attention of the police seems not to have changed very much (even with the

quantitative and qualitative changes in crime, and overlooking the distinctive

profile of most persons engaged in economic crime), and most crime -

property and violent crime - continues to be committed by young males in

urban areas. The offenders are often socially disadvantaged: persons with

alcohol and drug problems, littie education, out of work, and with few close

social ties. Since unemployment remains high, drug use appears to be increas-

ing, and bigger and bigger holes are appearing in the social safety-net, this

pool of potential offenders will expand, not shrink. We also know that the

number of prisoners in Western Europe is increasing. This may well be a

reflection of an increase in the number of (serious) offenders, and an increase

in the seriousness of crime in many Western European countries.

However, the increase in the number of prisoners need not necessarily be due

to a worsening of the crime situation. It is possible that in bad economic times

the general public and the practitioners in the criminal justice system may

become less tolerant of, and more punitive towards, deviants, as represented

for example by the unemployed, drug addicts and aliens. If a suspect is an
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unemployed person, a drug addict or an alien, victims and witnesses may be

more likely to report an offence, and help in the criminal justice system.

Similarly, practitioners may be influenced in their decisions on remanding

custody, on prosecution, and on sentencing. Along these lines, Melossi (1994)

has pointed out that the use of imprisonment does not correlate so much with

crime rates as with (for example) the rate of unemployment. (See also Snacken

et al., 1995, pp. 26-29, and the literature cited. Toma§evski, 1994, in turn, notes

the over-representation of aliens in European prisons.)

Interwoven with this increasing concern over crime and fear of crime among

the public is the impact of political rhetoric. Politicians and would-be politi-

cians are learning that fear can be turned into votes; an example is the

extreme-right National Front in local elections in France in June 1995. Those in

power, in turn, seem at times to be forced to demonstrate their effectiveness

by using more punitive rhetoric, and by adopting more repressive legislation.12

This apparent increasing punitiveness can be traced at least in part to changes

in the economy. On the individual level, first of all, the economy may affect the

perception that criminal justice authorities have regarding the dangerousness

of offenders. For example, the assessment that a sentencing judge makes of

the dangerousness of an unemployed offender may change during times of

mass unemployment. On a more general level, it may be hypothesized that the

criminal justice system may attempt to react to the social unrest caused by a

recession (or provide the unrest with a legitimate channel of expression) by

increasing the severity of punishment in order to hold in check the 'army of

the unemployed'. This social unrest may well be manifested as ethnic violence;

'outsiders' are commonly blamed for taking jobs away from the local

population.

The economy may also affect the unit of punishment or the assessment of the

seriousness of different offences. For example, a higher standard of living and

a greater value on time increases the relative punitiveness of a sentence of

imprisonment, just as it increases the practicability of a fine as punishment. A

higher standard of living, in turn, may change public perceptions regarding the

relative seriousness of personal and property crime. These changed percep-

tions will affect, for example, reporting to the police, and the demand for

punishment.

Finally, the criminal justice system itself may be subject to economic laws.

During recessions, when tax revenues fall off, the criminal justice system, from

the police through to corrections and aftercare, is under pressure to do more

with less; it must improve its own working and management methods in order

12 For an analysis of this same process in the United States - using the example of the 'war on

drugs' - see Elias, 1993, especially pp. 66-87.
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to be able to deal with increasing caseloads. Police patrolling may be curtailed

and police stations may be closed, criminal proceedings may be simplified so

that prosecutors and judges can deal with more cases, and rehabilitation

programmes may be discontinued. Crime prevention schemes, which do not

ordinarily produce results that would satisfy efficiency experts, may well

remain unfunded.

Despite the economie crunch throughout Europe, however, the criminal justice

system may prove much more resilient than for example private enterprise.

Some have claimed that criminal justice constitutes a self-perpetuating system.

For example Nils Christie (1993) has drawn attention to the economie (indus-

trial) interest in the expansion of the criminal justice system. The criminal

justice system itself creates a large number of jobs, it has a strong political

backing, it requires large investments and it fulfils basic social functions. The

fear of crime can be and is readily used to argue for expanded criminal justice,

and for a more punitive approach to crime. The economy, crime and crime

control are inextricably intermeshed.

Reconciling the two perceptions

We are thus faced with two opposing perceptions of crime trends in Europe.

On one hand, the statistics on recorded crime and the available empirical data

suggest that the growth in crime has flattened out. On the other hand, the

authorities (and the public) have a strong sense that certain forms of serious

crime have become more common, and in particular international organized

crime has increased and strengthened.

Crime statistics that present aggregate amounts for traditional categories of

crime cannot give an answer to this puzzle (Aromaa, 1996). The total of

recorded crime may remain the same even if the structure of crime changes.

For example, violence (as manifested as assault and homicide) may become

less common between intimates and more common between strangers,

especially among socially dislocated young males living in decaying urban

areas (see, for example, Haen-Marshall, 1996, p. 31), or it may become more

common as a means of conducting (illegal) business. Car thefts may become

less common as `joy-riding' and more common in connection with organized

trans-border smuggling. The amount of smuggling may remain the same, but

the nature of the contraband may change from small quantities of alcohol and

tobacco, to stolen goods, firearms and even nuclear materials. Over time, drug

offences may begin to involve harder and more dangerous drugs, and in

greater amounts.

In addition, traditional crime statistics are poorly designed to convey a

satisfactory image of the present prevalence and seriousness of environmental
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crime, the illegal smuggling of aliens, money laundering and economic crime.

Much of this remains hidden to the authorities.

It is feasible that in the future, more data will be forthcoming as soon as

national administrations subdivide their raw data even further. Kommer (1993,

p. 6) has pointed out that modern technology with its sophisticated database

systems and the use of hypertext opens up new possibilities in the interna-

tional comparison of crime and criminal justice statistics. Already today, the

wider use of key words when the raw data are fed into a computer makes it

possible to identify, for example, how many offences have been directed

against or committed by foreigners, whether or not the offender and the victim

knew one another, or what the extent of the loss was. 13 Once we have such

statistics from a number of countries, we can see whether, for example, visa

and passport forgery or various forms of economic crime have in fact been

increasing and there is indeed cause for concern, or whether we are once

again seeing moral panics among the public and among policy-makers, moral

panics that tend to disappear once the media discovers a new topic that

provides substance for a 'feeding frenzy'.

Even more refined statistics and the greater use of modern technology,

however, cannot answer all questions. The connection between many offences

will remain unclear, and thus for example whether or not organized crime is

behind prostitution, the smuggling of illegal migrants or the theft of an

individual BMW will remain largely one of conjecture. More important, the

randomness with which most forms of 'modern' crime come to the attention of

the police, and the fact that each individual case tends to be unique make the

plotting of any statistical trends well nigh a thankless task.

Thus, even improved statistics must be supplemented with research. Research

continues to be needed on the structure and amount of hidden crime in order

to give us a better idea of what types of crime are being committed, by whom,

against whom and with what effect. The international victimization surveys

should be supplemented with business victimization surveys as well as studies

focused on offences without individual victims. Also recorded crime should be

submitted to analysis on an offence-by-offence basis to see if changes occur in

the structure of these offences; the greater wealth of detail offered by compu-

ter technology opens up new possibilities in this. Such individual studies can

provide us with a key-hole picture of crime. If they are repeated using the same

methodology, they can go a long way to answering questions regarding trends.

Finally, the assessment of trends could be facilitated by a general discussion

among researchers on international indicators and measures of crime. The

13 The German police statietics provide a good example of the presentation of different ways of

breaking down the same data.
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traditional measures of the number of offenders, offences and victims become

meaningless when dealing with offences that are widely different in scope. The

smuggling of an extra bottie of whisky as opposed to the smuggling of nuclear

materials; the robbing of a corner store by a teenager as opposed to the

extortion of protection money from an entire industry; the embezzlement of a

few hundred pounds as opposed to the siphoning off of hundreds of millions

of pounds from a bank; the dumping of a used car battery into the forest as

opposed to the dumping of large amounts of hazardous wastes in a place

where they can leak into ground water - in theory, each of these might involve

one offender and one act, and yet common sense tells us that each is on a

different scale. By developing measures of the cost of crime and of their scope,

we may in time be able to say something more eloquent about the trend.
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Crime in Central and East European

countries

Jerzy Jasinski1

For the purpose of this paper the Central and East European countries are

taken to be the states situated in the long belt between the Baltic Sea, Ger-

many, Austria, Italy, the Adriatic Sea, Greece, and Turkey on the one side, and

the Black Sea and the former Soviet Union (with the exception of the three

Baltic States) on the other. The most Northern country of this belt is Estonia,

and the farthest South are Albania and Macedonia ('the Former Yugoslav

Republic of Macedonia'). Undoubtedly, Ukraine and Bielorus also belong to the

group of Central and East European countries, hut the crime pattern in these

two countries seems to be more similar to that prevailing in Russia than in the

other aforementioned East European countries.

Generally, two approaches can be distinguished while looking at social

phenomena in a region covering a number of states. The first one, usually

followed by 'insiders', is to focus attention on the differences and special

features of the various countries in question, whose peculiarities are usually

related, primarily, to their history, national composition, religion, traditions,

and culture. The other approach, which is more often chosen by 'outsiders',

involves focusing attention on what makes these countries - in spite of all the

above mentioned differences - in some way similar. Although the author is an

'insider', the 'outsider's' perspective was chosen in an effort to examine the

similarities in the crime pattern in the various countries in the region.

The main reason for this approach is that until recently all these countries

have been shaped by the same or very similar strong forces. The majority of

these countries were under Soviet political and economic domination. All of

them had an authoritarian government which relied strongly on a political

1 Professor of Law, Institute of Legal Studies, Polish Academy of Science, ul. Nowy Swiat 72, 00-330,

Warszawa, Poland. An expanded version of this paper under the title 'Crime in the European

Countries in Transition' was delivered at the Twenty-First Criminological Research Conference

organized by the European Committee on Crime Problems, Council of Europe, Strasbourg,

November 19-22, 1996.
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police force, a one party political system (with some formal exceptions), state

('national') ownership of industries, services, and agriculture (again with some

marginal, and - in one case only - real, exceptions), a centrally planned

economy, and officially preached communist ideology.

In all these countries, at least some values, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviour

patterns promoted partly by the official ideology, but more by the realities of

life under the political and economic system of 'real socialism, became fairly

widely ingrained into the society. Among other things these were: strong

reliance on state authorities in the solving of economic and social problems;

acceptance of state authorities as being solely responsible for the well-being of

the society as a whole and of the individual; passivity in political, social and

economic matters; acceptance of the status of a subordinate rather than that

of a citizen; reliance on formal social control as a means of restraining crime;

widespread disrespect for law by people who considered that the law was not

serving their immediate interests; belief that economic equality is one of the

most important components of social justice; perception of wealth as a sign

and consequence of dishonesty and hence treated with mistrust; lack of

confidence in or even hostility towards 'others' (e.g. other nationalities within

the country, and foreigners); fear of 'foreign capital'; little appreciation of the

benefits to be gained from the freedom of expression and the right to privacy.

For the countries situated in this region 'the transition' in the late-1980s and at

the beginning of the 1990s had at least three related, but different dimensions:

the transition from political subordination to national independence; the

transition from the authoritarian form of government to a democratie one; and

the transition from a centrally planned economy to a market economy.

Initially, the ruling elites in the communist countries wanted to restrict the

reforms to the economie sphere. The Soviet empire and Yugoslavia were

supposed to remain intact. However, fairly loon it was clearly apparent that, at

least in Europe, a market economy and an authoritarian regime are incompat-

ible (although this may not be the case in Asia). The crisis in the economy

proved to be much deeper than previously estimated by the ruling elites. In

most countries attempts to build a productive and competitive economy

without sharing power with at least some of those who were deprived of it

under the Communist rule proved to be impossible. Also, national ambitions

and contradictions of national interests appeared to be a much stronger

diffusive force than expected by those who for years preached international-

ism, and resulted in the emergence of new nations (i.e. 'soviet nation') and a

gradual disappearance of the old ones.

Under these circumstances, at the onset of the transition period, the crisis was

deep and not all the countries concerned managed to avoid a bloody confron-

tation. The people wanted freedom and prosperity, and wanted them immedi-
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ately. As a result of the transition, nearly everyone got freedom, hut very few

got prosperity. For large sections of the population the transition has now

become associated with diminished income, social insecurity, unclear pros-

pects for the future, and, in some countries, also with civil war. For these

sections of the population freedom has been an abstract and 'inconsumable'

commodity.

The extent of crime

42

Has the transition led to an increase in the extent of crime? The difficulties in

assessing the scope of crime in a given country over a period of time with the

use of official criminal statistics are well known. The changes in crime rates

occur not only as a result of changes in the real extent of crime, but also as the

result of new criminal legislation, the readiness of people to report criminal

incidents to the police, the willingness of the police to record reported

offences, etcetera When such an assessment is to cover a number of countries

the task becomes even more complex and uncertain. Every country has its own

definitions of offences in its criminal legislation and establishes, in its own

way, the limit between offences (covered by criminal statistics) and transgres-

sions (the majority or all of which do not appear in these statistics because

they are not usually dealt with by the courts). As a result, the total number of

recorded offences is influenced more by the legal definitions and the way the

police deal with the offences which come to their attention - than by the

actual extent of crime.

Therefore, the total number of offences registered as known to the police or

defined in criminal statistics in some other way (e.g. incidents proved to be

offences in the preliminary investigation), should not be considered as a

measure of the extent of crime suitable to be used for comparisons between

different countries. On the other hand, time series of such rates coming from

one country can - under certain conditions - be used to show the existing

crime trends, and it is only such trends derived from the criminal statistics of

different countries that can be compared. Since the question to be answered

here is not what the gradual development of crime has been, hut, rather, what

impact the transition has had on the scope of crime, mean rates from before

the transition (1986-1989) and from its first period (1991-1994) were used.

The data in Table 1 seem to provide support for the commonly held view that

in the Central and East European countries the transition has produced, or at

least, has been accompanied by a crime wave. Apart from the interesting

exceptions of Slovenia and Yugoslavia (new), in the countries listed in Table 1

recorded crime recorded nearly doubled or even nearly trebled, as in the case

of Estonia and Bulgaria. Has the increase in crime really been as sharp as the

figures in Table 1 suggest?
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Table 1: Offences known to the police; mean rates per 100,000 population for the years

1986-1989 and 1991-1994, and the level of their increase

Country 1986-1989 1991-1994 Increase in rates#

Bulgaria 663 1763 2.7

Estonia 885 2487 2.8

Hungary 1843 4071 2.2

Latvia 912 1897 2.1

Lithuania 638 1476 2.3

Poland 1367 2282 1.7

Slovakia 879' 2243 2.6

Slovenia 1911 2307 1.2

Yugoslavia (New) 1174 1355 1.5

How many times the mean rate for the years 1991-1994 is greater than for the years 1986-

1989.

1989

In giving an answer to this question one has to bear in mind the processen

behind the compilation of data on crime published in the past. In the commu-

nist countries, the level of crime shown by criminal statistics was as high as

the authorities wanted it to be. The scope of crime was considered to be an

important political issue, because its low level was reputed to show the

superiority of socialism over capitalism in solving social problems. First of all,

there was a built-in mechanism for lowering the number of recorded offences

in the way the police worked. The police were held responsible both for the

high rate of clearance offences and for crime prevention. This responsibility

encouraged the police to either ignore the offences which were difficult to

clear up or to record them as less serious offences (e.g. robbery as simple

theft); crime prevention made it desirable to leave petty offences unrecorded.

Police units which followed both these courses of action were likely to get high

marks from their superiors: they had a high clearance rate and a low crime

rate in the area under control. If this mechanism did not produce desirable

effects, the data were doctored or simply undisclosed (as, for example, in

Albania, Rumania, or in the former German Democratic Republic).

At the beginning of the transition, society was released from the tight grip of

the communist state. The police force lost the former unequivocal support of

the state authorities and quickly changed its attitude towards society at large:

the policemen started to be polite, wanted to show themselves to be servants

of society, readily accepted reports of suspected criminal activity from mem-
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bers of the public and recorded them. Also, within society, the former prevail-

ing mistrust, fear, and sometimes even hostility towards the police became

considerably reduced.

The above remarks should not be understood to mean that the observed rise

in recorded crime can be solely attributed to the change in the attitudes of the

public and the police. What they mean is that the explosion of crime noticed in

the majority of countries in our region between 1989 and 1991 was probably a

much smaller one than the criminal statistics seem to suggest. One must also

remember that crime used to be practically absent from the mass media. From

the beginning of the transition, crime became a popular item in the news. This

could also easily have contributed to the impression of a crime wave.

The explanation of changes in the extent of recorded crime during the nineties

seem to pose a much more complicated problem. In the years 1990-1994, the

number of registered offences was on a steady rise in Rumania, it levelled in

Bulgaria and, to some extent, also in Poland. In the majority of countries

recorded crime started to fall at least in the latter part of that period (Estonia,

Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Yugoslavia (new)). The most

tempting way of interpreting such a picture would probably be to assume that

the downward trend in crime indicates that the police and their position in

society have regained a certain degree of stability. This position enables the

police to make the number of reported offences correspond to the level of

their efficiency. At the same time, however, a real decline in crime should not

be excluded, as suggested by some results of victimization surveys conducted

in Estonia and by similar (preliminary) results from Poland.

Countries with high and low crime rates

Is it possible - relying on official criminal statistics - to distinguish between

those countries with a high crime rate and those with a low crime rate? The

answer is yes at least in relation to crimes of violence, or, perhaps even to all

traditional criminal offences, providing that the countries concerned do not

differ too much in their economic development and social and political

backgrounds. The data most often used for this purpose are those on homi-

cide. The main international sources for these data are: the results of UN

Surveys of Crime Trends and Operation of Criminal Justice Systems, and the

International Crime Statistics compiled by Interpol. Both these sources show

clearly that for the above purpose only numbers of completed homicides

should be used, because the share of attempted homicides in the total number

of homicides varies enormously from country to country (e.g. in 1994: 7 per

cent in Latvia, 24 per cent in Poland, and 60 per cent in Croatia).

The data in Table 2 seem to support the assumption that there are marked
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Table 2: Homicides (completed); meen rates per 100,000 population for the years 1991-

1994

Country 1991-1994

Bulgaria 5,1

Croatia 3.8

Czech Republic 1.9

Estonia 15.1

Hungary 3.0

Latvia 11.4

differences in the extent of crime among the countries of our region. A

relatively low level of crime is noted in Slovenia, the Czech Republic, Slovakia,

and Poland. Countries with a relatively moderate level of crime include

Hungary, Croatia, Bulgaria, and perhaps Lithuania. A considerable amount of

crime characterizes Latvia, and in particular Estonia.

In order to estimate both the change in the extent of crime and that in its

relative level, the results of victimization surveys are very useful. Unfortunately,

in our region such surveys covering the adult population from all over the

country were not carried out before 1989. A victimization survey was conduc-

ted in Hungary in 1990, in Czechoslovakia and in Poland in 1992, in Estonia in

1993 and in 1995; several countries (among them Poland) took part in the

International Crime Survey 1996. The estimates of crime trends, at least in

some countries of our region will be published soon. Data available now reveal

that the victimization rates in Estonia in 1995 generally showed a decline from

their 1993 level (Aromaa and Ahven, 1995, p. 5).

Crime and transition

It would be beyond the scope of this paper to discuss what forces and pro-

cesses are crime inducing in general. However, it seems appropriate to attempt

to name at least the main processes related to the transition, which have been

responsible for the state of crime now being observed in our countries.

Without mentioning the civil war (fortunately only some countries of our

region have gone through this terrible experience), these main processes are: a

diminished role of the state in the economy of the country; privatization of

'national' property and re-privatization of property unlawfully taken from its

owners by the state (as far as the re-privatization process was really carried

out); freedom for everybody to engage in business activities; opening of the
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borders facilitating relatively free movement of goods (in the case of countries

in the far North and far South of our region, also relatively free movement of

people - a new development there); and a general weakening of the role of the

state in regulating the behaviour of the citizens. It is ironic that processes

beneficial for the economy of the country also proved to be the ones which

generated crimes.

A separate comment must be made about law. Under communist rule, what

was permitted by law was often also forbidden; during the period of transition,

in the practice of everyday life, what is forbidden is also allowed: the weak

state has no effective means and its functionaries do not have the political

desire to enforce the law.

A study of criminal statistics shows no dramatic changes in the structure of

offences recorded. The majority of them are property offences, among which

there are more and more offences against private property and less against

state property; there is a moderate rise in offences against life and health, and

a somewhat surprising fall in economic offences. What is worrisome about

crime in our region is mostly hidden behind statistical figures, although these

figures also point to some disquieting patterns of crime at present. First of all,

they show a steady rise - with very few exceptions - in the most serious kinds

of violent offences and predatory crimes. The most significant group of

offences for our societies, i.e. those of economic character and a variety of

activities of organized crime, are nearly all absent from the statistical figures.

Let's start with traditional criminal offences. In general, in most of our coun-

tries more of the offences reported to the police are those of a more serious

nature than before. This is shown in the way they are committed, in the means

used to commit them, in their increased sophistication, sometimes even in

their purpose, to mention only a few new patterns of contemporary crime. In

nearly every country of our region, opinions are voiced that the way the

traditional criminal offences, such as homicides, robberies, burglaries, break-

ing-in (e.g. in cars), thefts, are committed has become more brutal, more

professional and with more indifference towards the victim(s). It would appear

that a new kind of criminal has come out of the dark, another breed of

criminal, who quickly learns the more `efficient' techniques of how to achieve

his ends by perpetrating offences and how to diminish the probability of being

caught.

For example, everywhere in the countries concerned cases of robberies and

extortion of unprecedented cruelty are reported. It is believed that every car,

no matter what kind of locks and protection devices it is equipped with, can

now be stolen and effectively disposed of. Expensive cars are stolen and

afterwards 'resold' to the owner for a moderate sum of money in relation to its

worth, or sold abroad. Unknown before or occurring very rarely, well targeted
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burglaries aimed at obtaining definite objects (e.g. art, private collections of

postage stamps or coins) seem to be on the rise. For example, in Poland in the

mid-1980s there were 10-15 armed robberies recorded by the police annually;

in 1990 there were 92 such cases, in 1991 - 167, in 1992 - 338, in 1993 - 559, in

1994 - 963, and in 1995 - 1464.

The means of committing offences have also changed. Equipment and other

goods which were formerly difficult to come by or unobtainable on the market,

even on the black market, are being used for criminal purposes. As a result of

the changes in the economic system these goods are now available if not in

shops, then in bazaars: firearms, explosives, chemicals necessary for the

production of synthetic drugs (such as amphetamine), modern printing and

duplicating machines (used by forgers), etcetera. As a result many criminals

are now better equipped than the police, which is quite a new phenomenon.

Kidnapping is one example of the change in the purpose of committing an

offence. For instance, in Poland, several such offences used to be reported to

the police each year. In nearly all such cases the kidnapped person was a child

and the 'kidnapper' was a divorced spouse or another family member who

believed the ruling of the court granting the guardianship of the child to the

other party in the family dispute was unjust and had to be corrected even by

unlawful means. Now there are many more such cases of kidnapping and

nearly all of them are committed for extortion of a ransom or to enforce some

behaviour such as cancellation of a debt.

As mentioned before, in our region the main crime problem is that of eco-

nomic crime. The transition has provided fertile soil for perpetrating such

offences, the reasons for which were unavoidable, as they were simply conse-

quences of the conditions prevailing at the beginning of the transition period.

Among them was the nature of the communist state which did not provide for

the separation of the state authority (imperium) from the management of state

ownership (dominium). In practical terms, this meant that the same public

officials were empowered to act as if they were owners of state property and to

take decisions about its future on state authority. The assumption that a public

official would take care of state property as well as if he were the owner,

proved to be naive. Ir often occurs that such decisions may be beneficial either

for the state or for the official. Occasionally, this conflict of interests was very

strong and often the temptation for the official to act with a view to his own

advantage appeared irresistible. The decisions related to privatization can

bring a handsome profit to the public official who takes them. For political

parties, investors, industrial and farm lobbies, and other pressure groups to

place their 'own people' in such decision making positions became crucial. As

a result, the privatization - beneficial to the national economy - became also a

strong crime-generating process. Public officials hand-picked the buyers of
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state enterprises, factories, houses, plots of land and determined the prices

and terms of the deals. There are procedures established by the law as to how

such transactions should be dealt with, but these are often only partly followed

or, in fact, entirely bypassed. The same applies to granting licences, providing

subsidies, assigning import and export quotas, exemptions from taxes and

custom duties.

How was all that possible? Part of the answer lies in the fact that the Central

and East European countries were completely unprepared for the adoption of

a free market economy, particularly as it happened so quickly. Relatively simple

was the adoption of new laws essential for a market economy: laws regulating

free trade, consequences of insolvency, laws on the banking system, on non-

banking financial institutions (e.g. investment funds, private insurance

companies, leasing companies, etcetera), on the stock exchange, on the

issuance of securities and bonds, on firms and property registers, etcetera.

There were many examples from abroad which could be followed, and it was

relatively easy to find experts from abroad, and sometimes also from within

the country, who were prepared and able to draft the respective laws. What was

difficult, however, was the building of new institutions which would make

these laws work There was a lack of competent people who could manage

these institutions and make them efficient.

What has happened in the last few years with the banking systems is an

obvious example of the problems created by new institutions. In nearly all the

countries in question a wave of bankruptcies in the banking world has taken

place. The reason for this has been the extension of credit to insolvent or

sometimes even non-existent debtors. Although it is very difficult to assess

exactly how many of these irretrievable credits were extended because of the

incompetence of the bank managers, and exactly how much was lost due to

fraudulent dealings, it seems very probable that the Jatter was substantially

to blame.

It is also interesting to note that in nearly all our countries fraudulent quasi-

banking institutions have been established. They operated using loopholes or

lack of clarity in the banking laws. These institutions promised interest ratel

much higher than inflation, which attracted tens or even hundreds of thou-

sands of people to entrust their, as a rule small, savings to them. The first

lucky investors got their money back with handsome interest, which made

these quasi-banks more and more popular. Since they often did not engage in

any real business activities, their collapse was inevitable as soon as the influx

of money from new clients became insufficient for paying the promised

interests. Some of the founders of these institutions managed to escape abroad

with huge sums of money, some, less capable, went straight to prison, but

either way an enormous number of people lost their savings.
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It is widely believed and substantiated by evidence gathered from a variety of

sources that corruption in our region has reached a very high level. Since we

do not have proper tools to measure its extent, it does not seem possible to

rank our countries in this respect. Conducive to the spread of corruption was

also, apart from the above mentioned factors, a kind of pro-market, 'liberal'

ideology. Its aims were probably noble: to break the passivity inherited from

the past and to boost the spirit of entrepreneurship. The message was taken,

but partly understood to mean that what really matters is to get rich by

whatever means possible. A weak state, i.e. weak in the enforcement of

established laws and rules, has created the attitude that laws are to be known

and looked at rather than obeyed.

What connects traditional crime with economie crime is organized crime. This

is not a new phenomenon in our countries since it also existed under the

former economie and social order. Its extent, scope of activities, relation to

state authorities and to business circles have changed so much that, at

present, organized crime poses entirely new problems and challenges. From all

over the region reports have been received about the rise in the number of

criminal organizations and in the number of people belonging to them. Their

areas of activities have become so manifold that it is difficult to enumerate

them. Among the most common ones are: contraband goods and people,

distribution and sometimes also production of narcotics, protection rackets,

large scale forgeries, money laundering, procurement of a variety of services,

and larcenies, properly prepared and focused on carefully selected targets.

Smuggling means two different activities: one is bringing goods into the

country or taking them out in a way enabling custom duties evasion and/or

by-passing some legal prohibitions, and the other is transferring goods or

people through the country for another destination. Central Europe, because

of its geographic position between two different worlds, is particularly prone to

the latter kind of smuggling. From the East, sometimes from the Far East, to

the West travel narcotics, alcohol, arms, art objects, and people (illegal

immigrants), to give a few examples. From the West to the East go cars,

cigarettes, luxury goods, etcetera. This kind of contraband needs good and

efficient organization within the country and connections beyond its borders.

This contributes to the internationalization of organized crime to a much

greater degree than the traditional kind of smuggling.

The protection racket is a new phenomenon in our countries. This kind of

extortion of money from legitimate businesses does not seem to have had an

equivalent in former times. It could only develop in a market economy which

provides some opportunity for small private business to flourish, but the speed

with which the organized criminal groups have crept into this sphere again

points to the weakness of the state. Instead of primitively counterfeited paper
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money or documents, there are now professionally forged money bilis,

passports, driving licences, and all sorts of documents for internal and

external use, made with the use of modern printing and duplicating equip-

ment. Their production, also on order from abroad, as well as their distribu-

tion, is one of the areas of activity of the organized criminal groups.

A great variety of services is offered by organized crime. One of them, which

can be seen as a signum temporis, is the retrieval of debts from businessmen

unwilling to pay them back. A commission for such a service usually comes

from another businessman for whom, because of the chronic inefficiency of

the judicial system, this is the only way of retrieving his money.

During the first period of the transition, the profits from organized crime

activities were mostly transferred abroad. At present most of these profits are

invested within the country in legitimate business. This is a sign that organized

crime feels well established and is optimistic about its future here. More and

more often it turns out that organized crime has already established good

connections with some politicians, law enforcement officers, and business-

men. In some cases it is difficult to distinguish between a businessman and a

mobster.

One can only hope that economic crime will decrease after the transition has

been completed. If the rise in organized crime is not stopped now, then there

is little hope that it will be eliminated in the foreseeable future. Organized

crime will assume control over large sectors of the national economy and exert

influence or even take over the political structure of the state.
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Controlled deviance

A strategy for crime prevention in Hungary

Katalin G^nczól'

Scholars studying society today appear to have a sceptical attitude towards the

concept of deviance formed during the last century. After the crisis of the

welfare state and the fall of the socialist system the academic world generally

demonstrated suspicion of global social programmes, too. A loss of illusion

may be observed among scholars and it is, perhaps, due to this fact that

complex studies of deviance have returned to the fore. Crime and public

security are now at the centre of interest.

It is thought by many that in order to relax the new social tensions, solutions

might be found in crime prevention since criminal policy itself or criminal law

are unable to remedy the problems. As András Szabó wrote: 'The more clearly

it is recognized that crime is a social product the more unambiguous it is that

the social function of criminal law is not to influence or to eliminate the social

processes that produce crime hut to protect officially recognized social values

and norms. This protection of values and norms discharges its social functions

precisely through classification as a deviant or an offender' (Szabó, 1994).

However, classifying someone as a deviant is a very complex social process,

almost as complex as the understanding of deviant behaviour itself. For the

systematic study of the proliferation of deviance, attempts have continually

been made to date on the basis of the thoughts of Quetelet, Durkheim and

Merton.

The common social roots of certain forms of deviant behaviour were last

investigated in Hungary in the 1980s. However, the strategy formed at that time

is no longer applicable. As a consequence of the political and economic

changes and the resulting social transformation, the phenomena studied have

fundamentally changed, adopting a new structure. The institutional systems
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H-1054 Budapest, Hungary.
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(such as the social policy, education policy, health and employment policy,

housing policy), to which at that time the strategic principles were applied,

have dramatically changed or simply collapsed.

To develop a strategy which may be applicable to society today, attention must

be given to the fact that the various forms of deviant behaviour may be

assessed only in conjunction with the social, cultural, political and profes-

sional responses. For it is from the chain of those responses that the specific

social defensive and restricting mechanism, institutionalized in the particular

system of division of labour, is formed.

Deviance under institutionalized control

The crucial question for the formation of social response and the precondition

of guarantee value of the institutionalized mode of treatment is the 'classifica-

tion' mentioned in the above quotation from András Szabó. Recently, the sig-

nificance of classification by society has increased and this must be taken

into consideration when defining the concept of deviance. The traditional

definition, using the criterion of prevailing morals is appropriate only for

presenting and studying the social processes that 'produce' deviance. Tradi-

tional crimes of violence or against property and certain types of alcoholism

and suicide are more similar to each other in terms of their social driving for-

ces than to traffic violations or criminal acts with economic or political

motives.

In the course of classification by society, deviance with identical sociological

roots are separated from each other in a new system of criteria, in the mecha-

nism of social control. In society, the institutional system and practice of tol-

erance and prohibition is formed in the process of exercising self-defence.

In addition, society responds to certain types of deviance through curative

measures, through education or treatment and through punishment. With con-

sideration to social expectations, deviance is the set of behavioural forms

which differ from the prevailing norms and from the expected and tolerated

forms of behaviour and is classified as self-destructive or dangerous to the

public, which, under the existing social conditions, elicit an institutional

response.

The social responses mentioned take their effect in specialized institutions or

in the systems of those institutions, which have the task of treating, curing,

educating and punishing those persons classified as deviants. In the course of

modern society professions and professional policies have been formed for

restricting phenomena considered to have serious consequences and for

maintaining the peace of society.

The principle of the operation of this institutionalized system in modern
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democratie societies may be derived from the function of the social self-

defence mechanism. The responses developed in the course of effecting social

self-defence include averting and intervening in actions which, by their nature,

limit the personal liberty and freedom of the individual involved. Therefore,

within a particular country it is an issue of legitimation, constitution and

guarantee, how dangerous and broadly practised forms of behaviour are

designated in the legai and institutional system against which the methods of

averting and intervention must be used.

The control mechanisms of Hungarian society

The state

During the era of socialism, in Hungarian society, collective rather than

individual interest was dominant in the self-defence mechanism against

deviance. The responses of intervention and aversion were influenced by two

trends. One led towards too much paternalism by the state, the other sug-

gested trust in the automatie effect of social justice of the socialist ideology.

Both were fed by the illusion that the bulk of deviance, primarily crime, would

automatically lose its social significance in the course of achieving social

justice. Although this illusion later changed, as far as the social controllability

of deviance was concerned, optimism remained the characteristic feature.

Institutionalized responses were under direct political control, thus expertise

could make its effects feit only in subordination to that and only then with

limitations. Deviance which had been kept under strongly overpoliticalized

control, increased at the time of the crises in the system of political institu-

tions (1951-1953, 1957-1960), and at the time of the change of the regime

deviance increased explosively.

Two forms of norm-violating conduct developed. One developed among those

participating in the 'quasi market' in some way, who knew the rules and had

the opportunity to participate in it as 'sellers' or 'buyers'. Here we talk about

corruption, which penetrated society and was declared in a formal sense to be

antisocial, hut was very seldom disguised. The institutionalized mechanisms

against this type of conduct were undeveloped and their operations were

inhibited by a silent 'consensus'. The other form embraced those excluded

from the 'game', people who were able to participate in the officially unde-

clared competition only by violating the most traditional norms and since their

deeds violated the interests of all the other 'players', the use of strong and

intensive control against them could not be prevented.

Faith in the elimination of social inequality and optimism regarding deviance

forced disciplines and professional institutions to view the types of deviance in
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isolation from each other. The fact that they recognized common social roots

could not be expreseed and by that they 'hindered' themselves in the forma-

tion of a comprehensive social policy, and a welfare policy within that. Because

of the Jack of a comprehensive social policy, in many respects the strategic

aims were missed. As a result of this attempts were made to compensate for

the ineffectiveness of criminal investigation through police crime prevention

(Szabó, 1994). Criminal policy 'undertook' the curing of alcoholics and drug

addicts within its own framework and in accordance with its own value system.

A similar process took place when psychiatry developed social policy initiatives

in the interest of the social integration of the mentally ill and alcoholics. In

these cases the use of unsuitable methods led to dysfunctional consequences.

By the acceptance of tasks of social policy, social stigmatization was promoted

and the circle of those treated as deviants was expanded. In turn, owing to the

deformation of institutionalized control mechanism, interventions of compul-

sion and control took place even when they violated or endangered civil

freedoms deserving universal protection.

The crisis of values of socialism lasted a short time, perhaps six or eight years,

when the crisis became manifest hut appeared to be manageable for the

largely technocratie political leaders of that time. This was the opportunity for

professionals to prepare action programmes for the comprehensive and expert

handling of the social control of deviance. The concept of the comprehensive

reform of social policy and the proposals for the comprehensive social treat-

ment of the disturbances of social adaptation could be considered such

strategic plans (Bánfalvi, 1989). In the course of the change of regime, the

implementation of these programmes on the one hand became impossible,

and on the other hand failed. The situation is not favourable for the develop-

ment of comprehensive and constructive reforms of social policy even now.

The negation of the system of the 'replaced' socialism is now accompanied by

a new illusion, the faith that the market automatically organizes society.

The market

The institutions that previously served (in varying degrees), the institutional-

ized control of deviance, are in crisis and their existence and functions are in

danger. Under the pressure of the new ideology and the difficult economie

situation they must prove that they are indispensable and they must have a

defence against vulnerability en the market. They are expected to keep

deviance, produced in new economie and social conditions, under control by

using more or less the old methods. Many institutions show cracks, others are

still struggling, hut, in general, the scope of services has decreased whilst the

figures on deviance have escalated (Gbnczál, 1994).
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Replacing the state by the market has involved a further weakening of the

traditional social role of morality, particularly when the illusion of the omnipo-

tence of capitalism has been spreading. For, it was not a new and mature

moral and political order that citizens have been confronted with, hut an

economic system creating new, hard conditions (Sack, 1994). Under the new

conditions, collective interest and collective good are forced into the back-

ground, it is individual interest and individual achievement that have come to

the fore. This puts individual responsibility in a new dimension and increases

its significance. The new challenges originating from the new economic

situation and arising in the sphere of social security put adaptability to a

severe test. The observance of the norms by the masses, controlled earlier by

policy and the 'quasi' market, decreases.

The amount and social significance of deviance was already on the increase at

the time of the crisis in the socialist regime, and, in the learning process of

adaptation to new conditions, it has grown to unnerving dimensions, particu-

larly in the realm of crime (the number of registered offences has more than

doubled since 1987). Thus it is not by chance that, according to public polls,

after inflation and unemployment the third most important area of concern is

public security and crime. The automatie response, and according to public

opinion, the way out is to be found in more consistent, more effective control,

and in the application of more severe sanctions. If society yields to automatic-

ity, a situation similar to that in Western societies may develop whereby

criminal policy would have a monopoly in the social treatment of deviance.

So far Hungarian criminal policy appears to have been effectively protected

against such a confusion of roles by the traditional system of guarantee of

penal law which has never been formally relinquished and which now repre-

sents an increasingly important social value. Its role is reinforced by historical

experience. During the course of modern history Hungarian administration of

criminal justice has more than once become a direct servant of politics, its

averting mechanism has become very strong. Control regulated by criminal

law has not increased since the change of regime and the scope of acts

controlled by criminal law has not expanded. In the process of criminalization,

the legislature took into consideration the obligations originating from

international relations and the transformation of economic and market

conditions. The values of the new system also prevailed in decriminalization,

for example by eliminating the punishment for being work-shy and for

prostitution or by limiting the punishment for drug addiction. It seems likely

that as a consequence of decriminalization, broader strata have left the

domain of criminal policy than have entered it, aided by the ineffectuality of
investigation.
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The deterioration of the conditions of public security has not resulted in an

increase in the severity of sentences and in an expansion of the circle of those

under control. The death penalty has been abolished (Constitutional Court,

1990, Resolution no 23, November 30, 1990). Legislation has relaxed the rigid

rules applying to recidivists (Penal Code, Act XVII of 1993). Sentencing practice

has become less severe, despite the increased proportion of dangerous

offences in the structure of crime. The number of those serving sentences has

decreased, although the numbers convicted and sentenced have grown. In

1987, the number of prisoners serving centences was 15,950, in 1995 it was

9,264, a 48 per cent decrease. On the other hand, the number of convicted

persons in 1987 was 64,996, in 1995 it was 84,788, amounting to a 12.2 per cent

increase. The number of those imprisoned and those under the effect of a

sentence in any form (probation, suspended sentence, parole and supervision)

in my calculation approached 50,000 in 1995, which represents almost 0.5 per

cent of the population, in other words Live in every thousand. In the United

States, that group amounts to 2 per cent of the population (Christie, 1993).

Consequences of the economic and political changes

The deterioration of the conditions of public security is a significant burden

on criminal law enforcement and on the administration of criminal justice.

The effectiveness of criminal law enforcement has deteriorated, the success

rate of investigation has decreased. The proportion of investigations classified

by the authorities as successful in 1987 accounted for 66.2 per cent of all cases,

this proportion in 1991 was 40.8 per cent and in 1995 55 per cent. Criminal

proceedings - owing to the more consistent use of guarantees, to the complex-

ity of cases and the increase in their number - are also lengthier in Hungary

now. The proportion of cases requiring more than a year from the beginning of

the investigation to the final judgement was almost 17 per cent in 1987, and in

1995 this proportion was close to 35 per cent. In connection with the evalua-

tion of these indices the requirement for an improvement in work conditions

arises. In addition, more and more is said of the complex and coordinated

system of crime prevention and of the need for it. Thus, it seems, professionals

do not wish to expand the scope of their competence, they hope a more

reassuring solution to the situation of the more comprehensive means of social

policy will arise.

The formation of the coordinated system of comprehensive crime prevention

may assist the clear definition of the social function of criminal policy. For

crime prevention finds its place in the broader system of the social control of

deviance, in which the various institutions cooperate in the way determined by

law. One of the criteria of the division of labour among them is professional
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while the other affects human freedom and is related to the manner and

extent of intervention and aversion. However, institutions operate in a demo-

cratic way and as a system only if they satisfy both the self-defence needs of

the given society and modern constitutional requirements.
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Crime policy from a West European

perspective

Gunther Kaiser'

Whatever the notion or perception of crime policy might be, it always focuses

on the protection of legal interests mainly guarded by penal law. The label and

the international movement of the so-called new social defence movement

(défense sociale nouvelle) indicate the main goals and the content. Crime policy

therefore mainly represents the sub-system of formal social control by penal

law. It tries to protect people and the state organized society against crime. In

recent times the term public safety or 'internal security' has become fashion-

able, although remaining a matter of lively controversy, particularly in Ger-

many. Bearing in mind the well-documented amount and increase of crime

after World War II, as well as its undesired and unanticipated side-effects, the

system of criminal justice scarcely appears to be satisfying the needs of public

safety.

Therefore, crime policy has focused on the reform of penal law since its

beginnings in the era of Enlightenment. This comprises changes in the notion,

concept and meaning of crime (criminalization), of punishment and the penai

sanction system, as well as of the principles of criminal proceedings, the

execution of sanctions and the prison system. Large numbers of new acts in

the areas of substantive and procedural criminal law during the last hundred

years and even in the last decade indicate the pressing need for reform of the

ongoing activities in the field of penal policy. Nearly the same development

holds true for the vast number of international conventions in the area of

criminal justice held by the United Nations and the Council of Europe since

1950. In this respect, penal policy and penal law reform are very often re-

garded as synonyms.

Pressing problems like corruption or the trafficking of illegal drugs as well as

organized and transnational crime on the one side and so-called mass

delinquency on the other side are challenges which demand adequate and

1 Professor, Director Max Planck Institute for Penal Law, Giinterstalstrasse 73, D 97100 Freiburg,

Germany.
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effective responses. So, prevention of and the fight against crime have a high

priority in the concerns of the public and of governments, not only in Europe

but throughout the world. Public safety is regarded as a determining factor as

regards the quality of life and the basic human desire. However, problems

which arise because of the public's attitude and the possible solutions change

over the years. It is therefore necessary from time to time to pause in order to

take note of what has been undertaken and evaluate its usefulness and

effectiveness. This is especially true with regard to the fundamental change

which took place in Eastern and Central Europe in 1989 with the subsequent

socio-political transformation and modernization.

Therefore, we should consider challenges that confront society and govern-

ments and examine the reports regarding crime, its prevention and repression

as well as keeping up to date with any new techniques within the framework of

criminal justice. Finally it is necessary to try as far as possible to anticipate

that, which may confront us in the Third millennium. Insofar, this colloquium

is related to the aspect of crime policy as opportunity to address a Europe the

horizon of which has been broadened.

Problems

What kind of problems could or even must be identified as key issues to be

faced and possibly solved by crime policy at the present time and in the near

future? According to my point of view sensitive areas might be structured into

two levels.

- The level of organized and transnational crime, including corruption,

narcotics, contraband of people and goods, as well as ethnocentric violence

(including so-called hate crimes), domestic violence and sexual abuse, eco-

nomic and environmental crimes and mass criminality.

- The level of crime control, especially imprisonment and its alternatives,

reform of the criminal procedure, the role of the police, the implementation of

Human Rights and European standards, criminalization and decriminalization

as well as victim policy (including coping with the fear of crime) and the

privatization of state control.

Each of the topics is so complex and so important that it deserves its own

conference. Moreover, most of them may well have been discussed already

several times over the past few years. But as we know, at least as far back as

Shakespearean times, there are more things between heaven and earth than

our philosophy is dreaming of, that is, reality is often more dynamic and richer

than our fantasy or our expectations may grasp. Therefore, crime policy

generally lags behind changes in criminal reality and tries to adjust and
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respond adequately, often with delay, and only seldom anticipates develop-

ments in the future. If we try to base our projection for the future on our

experience with crime and criminal justice in the past, then it seems plausible

as the expert report of the United Nations predicted, that the number of

crimes and prisoners will increase dramatically until the year 2000 (United

Nations, 1992, p. 57-58). Such a projection might give support to the hypothesis

that prevention is the dominating paradigm of our time and our penai policy

(Hassemer, 1995, p. 486), perhaps as an indicator for the crisis of crime policy.

But prevention, as attractive as it might be, would as such not be sufficient to

solve the issues of crime control. If nearly half the population runs the risk of

being criminally victimized each five years (Van Dijk and Mayhew, 1993), then

the criminal justice system has to respond very often immediately on the spot

by 'showing the flag' and cannot teil the victims that possibly they will be

protected by non-repressive strategies in the future.

Developments in crime

New forms of crime as well as a change in the public's attitudes have brought

about considerable criminalization and likewise an extension of the definition

of offences and an increase in punitive sanctions in the area of sexual, white

collar and environmental crime, of narcotics and of organized crime. Prefer-

ence can be made to the following: discrimination because of sex or sexual

disposition, national or racial affiliation, sexual violence within the marital

relationship, fraud in obtaining social benefits, or fraudulently obtaining

subsidies from the European Community, computer crimes, corruption,

insider-dealing, and money laundering. The necessary protection of children

from exploitation as pornographic objects or against violence can frequently

only be achieved by new penal provisions and their enforcement. The recent

world congress in Stockholm demonstrated the urgent need for such measures,

as did the shocking cases of sexual exploitation and child murders in Belgium.

These cases caused a public outcry and made it difficult to keep distance and

continue to follow a rational penal policy. Furthermore social tolerance of

petty crime has its limits and this can be seen in recent policy activities,

particularly in the Netherlands, where the law has been extended: now attempt

can be prosecuted in the preparatory stage of serious crimes and thus should

afford protection at a very early stage (Huber, 1993, p. 59).

Mainly two aspects relating to the present crime situation are given emphasis

in the present European discussion (Council of Europe, 1991, p. 94). The first is

the internationalization of crime, in particular that the same problems arise in

different countries; that there are international elements in the relationship

between offender, victim, and the scene of the crime; and that organized
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international crime is on the increase. The second aspect relates to science and

technology. It might have a direct impact on crime and requires joint respon-

ses. Examples are environmental legislation, offences involving computers and

problems relating to biogenetic techniques.
Nearly all regions of the world have experienced some sort of organized

criminal activities. In recent years the nature, scope and extent of organized

crime have undergone dramatic developments in response to the changing

situation worldwide. In some European countries, organized crime today

constitutes a frontal attack on political and legislative authorities, disrupting

institutions and generally undermining faith in the state and in democratic

processes as well as in the rule of law. It has a deleterious effect on develop-

ment, diverting its gains and corrupting officials. It victimizes entire popula-

tions, targeting and capitalizing on human vulnerability, and entrapping

various segments of society in its diverse illicit activities. Organized crime is

rapidly adapting to new political and economic realities, taking full advantage

of substantial technical advances made in fields such as communications, and

exploiting the opening and dismantling of national borders, measures de-

signed to strengthen national and regional economies' untapped resources

and to stimulate an urgent need for foreign capital investment. Countries in

transition are particularly vulnerable to organized crime.

As mentioned before, developments in modern technology have also facilitated

avenues for transnational criminal activities, providing criminal groups with

access to new tools to carry out the operations across borders with greater

impunity and ease. Mass communications have encouraged the establishment

of new alliances, spanning all regions of the world and engaging in a diverse

range of activities, including international car theft, coercive labour, loan-

sharking and credit card crimes, prostitution and pornography, black market

trading in nuclear materials and the illegal disposal of hazardous waste,

smuggling of illegal immigrants, trafficking in art objects, endangered animals

and plant species, drugs and arms, trade in human organs, environmental

crime, computer crime and money laundering, to name only a few. Criminal

groups may recruit personnel in one country, carry out the operations in

others, and direct their proceeds to yet another country. Therefore there is a

need to coordinate a European if not global strategy which is able to meet the

challenge of the complex organizational forms and sophisticated technologies

used by criminal operations (Neudek et al., 1995, pp. 88 ff.).

Moreover, regarding the whole scope of crime in Europe we cannot ignore that

mass criminality increased three or four-fold between 1955 and 1995, although

at the moment there seems to be some degree of stagnation, but on a high

level. According to police statistics the burden of crime in the countries of

Western Europe ranges between five and twelve thousand per 100,000 inhabi-
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tants, with property offences making up the great bulk of all crimes. According

to crime surveys on average some 20 per cent of the people in Western

European countries fall victim to such crimes, the figures ranging from 15 to

30 per cent. Looking at victimization as a life event, within a period of five

years, about 40 per cent of the population face the risk of being victimized at

least once. Therefore, it is no surprise that the fear of crime is widespread and

even higher than the real increase in the crime rate might justify.

Response to crime

Now, what might be the adequate and most effective response to all this crime?

It would seem to be rather futile to try to trace the specific cycles of crime

control over the past twenty or forty years, with either (over)emphasis on

retribution or on rehabilitation, and again a return to neo-classical strategies.

Certainly, the pendulum does swing, but not necessarily at the same time in

every European country. One example, the hastily offered option supported

particularly by abolitionists, seems to be the proposal of decriminalization.
Since the 1970s, the concept of decriminalization has been offered as an

attractive tool to solve the problem. Of course, if there is no penal law, then

there will be no crime. Moreover, there can be no doubt that the criminal

justice system is overburdened by crime reporting. So all the economic and

cost-benefit-analyses support the strategy that crime policy should concentrate

on the most pressing social conflicts, so that penal law can function as an

ultimum remedium, as a means of last resort. A possible solution could be, for

example, to decriminalize or to depenalize by substantive law or by criminal

proceedings.

According to the critics of the present situation in the field of crime policy,

objections culminate in relation to penal intervention with comments such as

too much, too little, unequal, ineffective and problematic. In short: beware of

punishment! Too much stigmatization, too little with respect to victim protec-

tion and help for victims, unequal in selection and sentencing patterns,

ineffective in treatment and crime control as well as problematic in the light of

the rule of law referring to criminal procedure and law enforcement. Worries

of criminal lawyérs, in particular defence counsels, that the criminal proce-

dures would be annexed by the police are spreading. In such a perspective the

liberal procedure appears to be on the retreat. Moreover, the conflict between

preventive aims and (liberal) procedural demands will certainly accompany us

into the 21st century (Jung, 1993, p. 57).

On the evidence of the identified profile of defects in criminal justice the

radical demand of abolitionists to abolish criminal law totally as a sub-system

of social control might have some merits. But looking at the present reality of
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law-making and law enforcement we see scarcely any real indications for

abolishment of penal law. The reason is that we cannot detect any control

system that might represent and promise realistically a better crime policy

solution. Even the North American demand for a radical non-intervention

strategy has not been able to stop the escalating incarceration rate since the

1970s, not to mention death sentences (see the harsh criticism on the present

American crime policy by Ricklin, 1996, p. 269 ff.). Therefore, indications of a

certain overcriminalization are more appropriate to oppose the thesis of

abolition than to confirm it.
The main reason behind the development seems to be the frequently criticized

tendencies to judicialization of everyday life (in German: so-called

Verrechtlichung). Even if we could abolish the painful criminal sanctions,

obviously doing so without endangering society only on condition that a

strategy of surveillance or disciplinary mechanisms of other subsystems of

social control would be available as functional equivalents. But such an

availability is questionable and a matter of controversial discussion.

However, with respect to undesired effects, especially stigmatization by penal

intervention, a shift from formal social control to informal measures seems to

be more and more attractive. Indications for the philosophy or ideology of

informalism are the successful development of the diversion strategy and the

acceptance of mediation procedures. It is true that the state based protection

of the victim by law enforcement, legal safeguards and restitution is in general

too late, insufficient and uneconomical, not specifically victim-oriented, and

not always obeying the rule of law. But no totally convincing preventive system

is in sight, that would be more efficient and humane than the present system

of crime control. Furthermore no constructive new orientation of criminal

justice could be based solely on victim policy.

Nevertheless, the request and the demand to improve the system of crime

control, particularly by seeking alternatives to punishment, criminal proceed-

ings, and the penai law in general, are real and have found a large audience. In

this connection, inediation and restitution appear especially feasible and

attractive. The magic catchword of autonomous conflict solution by the

involved parties themselves delivers the overlapping orientation. At present, it

is mainly used in combination with diversion strategies and it finds wide

acceptance as well as application. But there is no doubt that the criminal law

and the criminal justice systems are needed as much as ever, at least in the

background, for informal mechanisme and procedures can only be effective

and survive when they are working in the 'shadow of the law'. But it must be

said they offer great potential for conflict solving and peacemaking, besides

having cost-benefit-effects.

With this background it is understandable that the strategy of diversion
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introduced during the 1970s has found such an enormous echo in criminal

justice (for Austria see Burgstaller 1996, pp. 362 ff.), recently more and more in

combination with mediation trends. Therefore, modern strategies of crime

control are not simply divided into those of either repression or prevention,

but are combined and mixed, such as prevention by repression, or only by

demonstrating the values and the norms behind the verdicts or the criminal

proceedings. This according to the empirically grounded assumption that 'the

process is the punishment' (Feely, 1979).

Even the practices of the leading and in the past opposing principles of

criminal proceedings of mandatory and discretionary prosecution are ap-

proaching one an other. Also in countries like Austria, Switzerland or Germany

the so-called principle of legality, that means mandatory prosecution, has lost

its traditional impact by the use of diversion strategies during the last twenty

years. As a result, the different systems in Western Europe are becoming more

similar in practice than the formal laws indicate and more than has been

supposed in the past.

Prevention, sanction and alternatives

Recent efforts in crime prevention take a wide variety of forms as the model of

primary, secondary and tertiary prevention indicates. Besides technical

prevention, community prevention in particular, has gained wide acceptance

and importance. The same is true for community policing. But we do not know

exactly what the final outcome according to criteria of effectiveness might be.

The evaluation does not seem to be always as positive as we would like to

expect.

So the traditional system of criminal sanctions will still retain its importance.

Besides innovation of so-called non-institutional measures or alternatives to

imprisonment, the present forms of deprivation of liberty are and will be used,

provided that rehabilitation is part of it. Therefore it is not surprising that in a

range of European countries overcrowding of prisons (including pre-trial

custody) is still (or again) a problem with all its possible side-effects and

implications for human rights. Especially the legislation abolishing the death

penalty may as a compromise between its supporters and its opponente, result

in some countries in a more repressive reality and a rising prison population.

The example of England and Wales may illustrate such a mechanism. Here the

abolition of the death penalty in 1965 was coupled with the introduction of

mandatory life sentences for murder and discretionary life sentences for some

other crimes. The combination of mandatory life sentences and stricter tariff-

system led to an impressive increase in the number of life prisoners (76

incarcerations in 1965, 229 in 1990) and in the average duration of prison
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terms served before parole (from 9 years during the period 1970-1975 to 30

years in 1990). The average number of life prisoners rose accordingly: while

there were only 140 life-termers in 1957, the number reached 1,675 in 1981 and

3,000 in 1992. Great Britain is said to have more life prisoners than all other

(Western) Council of Europe Member states put together. Life-termers are also

likely to swell the prison population in Belgium where the draft proposing the

abolition of the death penalty introduces 'exceptional life sentences', offering

the court the possibility to impose a tariff of 20 to 25 years before parole can

be considered (Snacken et al., 1995, p. 33).

In several West European countries the proportion of offences leading to a

sentence of imprisonment has decreased, for instance in Belgium, the Nether-

lands, England and Wales and Germany. The relative application of imprison-

ment has thus decreased, hut the prison populations continue to increase in

those same countries. Two explanations emerge: one is linked to some effects

of 'alternative' sanctions, the other to the lengthening of the prison sentences

for particular offences. Countries which have seen their prison populations

rise significantly seem to have experienced an increasingly repressive political

rhetoric, leading to more repressive legislation. This trend is most obvious in

the United States, where the discourne on crime and punishment has become

increasingly punitive since the 1970s. This resulted among other things in the

re-introduction and execution of capital punishment in several states, harsher

legislation and sentencing. The 'war on drugs' is also an illustration of this

policy, resulting moreover in ever increasing racial disparities in the criminal

justice system. Elections are marked by slogans advocating harsh crime control

and drug policies.

Similar trends are also present in some European countries, where the increas-

ing success of extreme-right political parties has brought crime and immigra-

tion to the political foreground. In France, crime and immigration have

become major electoral topics and the subsequent changes of government

between 'left' and 'right' have resulted in an overall-swing of legislation

towards more repression. The pendulum swings back and forth in England and

Wales too. Subsequent criminal justice acts restricted the use of imprisonment,

most notably the Criminal Justice Act of 1991, stressing the importance of

'community sanctions'. But most recent political rhetoric, following the 'back

to basics' prografnmes, claims that 'prison works' and argues for more 'austere

regimes'. Even the Netherlands, although fairly liberal compared to other

countries, have embraced more punitive approaches. Here the Ministry of

Justice announced seven years ago the building of 2,000 more prison cells in

response to the highly publicized release of a person suspected of manslaugh-

ter, apparently due to a lack of prison capacity. In Belgium too, the building of

two new prisons and the re-opening of special security cells were announced
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following a highly publicized escape with hostage taking in 1993. Similarly, the

political discussion has had a certain impact on Germany as well as on

Switzerland. Countries such as France, the Netherlands, England and Wales

have greatly expanded their prison capacity.

The similarity and simultaneity of the increased emphasis on violent crimes,

sexual offences and drug related offences in the Western World raises serious

questions for the future. Insofar as this emphasis expresses an increased

awareness and intolerance towards these types of offence in Western societies,

it may prove that it is difficult to stem the tide of increased punishment. That

seems to be the case for violent and sexual offences. Former taboos such as

violence, rape and incest in the family were increasingly torn down during the

1980s while feminist movements often claimed a more repressive attitude

toward sexual offences in general. It has resulted in a higher awareness of the

incidence of such problems by the public, by politicians, and in the criminal

justice system. Even if we know that the use of penalties does not resolve or

prevent these problems, more repressive legislation and sentencing is seen to

symbolize the growing rejection of such behaviour. Similar tendencies of

greater criminalization appear in other areas, such as environmental and

financial crimes. The drug problem is more controversial, with adversaries and

proponents of a repressive policy fighting against each other (Snacken et al.,

1995, pp. 39, 42). This general development in Western states might give good

reasons to favour a strategy in the field of crime policy which is gives more

emphasis to fines, community service and other intermediate sanctions.

Nevertheless, the so-called alternatives, although widely in use and supported

in theory and practice, do not always appear as effective as had been expected

(see especially the very critical secondary analysis of Tonry, 1996, pp. 100 ff.,

133). Moreover, the preservation of human rights and safeguards as well as the

implementation of European standards are still an issue. This is particularly

true when we are looking at an innovation such as electronic monitoring and

its compatibility with the protestion of human rights. A similar problem arises

when we look at the area of privatization of crime control. In this respect it is

not at all sufficient to demonstrate somewhat lyrically that the humanitarian

approach as reflected in the European Convention on Human Rights must

serve as a guiding principle for all actions in the effort to define a consistent

and fair crime policy. Implementation and evaluation studies are necessary to

assess the real impact of the human rights tools in everyday life on the

machinery of criminal justice. Bearing in mind the volume and increase of fear

of crime, probably more than the real development of crime, we can neither

ignore the needs of the people nor the overwhelming costs of the criminal

justice system.

Being aware of the recent financial shortages and pressures as well as the
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crisis of the modern welfare state with its high unemployment rate, the state

and communities are obviously no longer able to meet the goals for a safer

society. Therefore a certain impact and importance of the privatization of state

crime control appears to be unavoidable. At present the amount of manpower

and expenditure exercised on private control activities are already nearly as

high or even higher than for the state police forces. The indicated development

in the field of crime policy might suggest that inequality is not only a matter of

crime causation through unemployment, poverty and other anomic syn-

dromes, but moreover covers the area of public safety too. Seen in this light,

community prevention and `shared responsibility' programmes (Council of

Europe, 1991, pp. 35 ff., 47, 97) or even the so-called security partnership

between law enforcement agencies and the people in the community, modern

manifestations of an overall crime policy, show at least two (aces. My feeling is

ambivalent, for 1 am not convinced that everything which we do observe in the

field of crime policy, is encouraging and represents real progress. But of course

it is important enough to be considered again and to be discussed in detail.

The observation has some truth, that perhaps the most important outcome of

the modern debate on privatization could be that it has put the rule of law in

penal law into the forefront once again (Jung, 1996, p. 78).

Strategy

Awareness of the inanifold problems in the field of crime policy ensures that

the debate on the best strategy of crime control will still continue. Many

recent policy initiatives have been distinctive not for what they were hut rather

for what they were not. Rehabilitation, on normative and technological

grounds, no longer commands support as an overriding rationale for punish-

ment, and neither does anything else. Utilitarian crime control approaches

based on deterrence and incapacitation have champions, especially among

elected officials. While sentencing strategies premised on the desirability of

imposing richly deserved retributive punishment are favoured not only by

academics, but also by large numbers of public officials. Even rehabilitative

strategies, especially towards sex offenders and drug dependent offenders, still

have many adherents (Tonry, 1996, p. 190). The focus of promising interven-

tions is mostly attached to the area of primary prevention. Such a strategy

would reflect the thinking of a century ago, namely that a good social policy

would be regarded as the best crime policy (in this context, Von Liszt, 1898).

Only the missing liability and validity in diagnosis, prognosis and evaluation,

especially with respect to human rights, rule of law and proportionality give

reason to channel, to limit and to develop state interventions, as well in the

area of primary as in the fields of secondary and tertiary prevention.
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Therefore, it is no surprise that we can observe tensions between retribution

and prevention as well as between liberty and security. Based on Article 5

section 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights the civil right on

security is also postulated which has a long tradition back to the declarations

of human rights in the time of Enlightenment. But nevertheless the protection

of public safety is stilt a matter of controversy and the present efforts of the

state have resulted in its being labelled polemically as a state of surveillance,

security and prevention. So our contemporary criminal policy discussion is not

characterized by dull uniformity. Different professional use, different ideologi-

cal positions and a different socio-structural background add to the complexity

of the picture. This holds true even if we concentrate on the prevailing official

criminal policy. It is not, within one jurisdiction, construed consistently and

has to undergo constant changes. Also, the arsenal of comparative law pro-

vides for alternative options.

At present, the perspectives and positions are so varied and controversial that

they would be able to fuel the criminal policy debate for years to come. This

variety exists already at the national level and even more so internationally. On

the one hand, there is widespread scepticism as to the actual and potential

effectiveness of traditional justice models. Critics of state based criminal

justice systems envisage informal solutions to conflict which are meant to be

more democratic and more social. On the other hand, criminal law tends to

become the ever more popular and all-round answer to social conflicts. At

least the frequent recourse to criminal law raises serious doubts about the

survival of the ultimum remedium concept. Enlightenment's rational approach

to crime and criminal law has to cope with a certain renaissance of fundamen-
talism, morality, symbolism, and even irrationalism (Jung, 1993, pp. 45 ff.).

Therefore, on the whole, the acceptance and readiness of the people to give

support to a rational and liberal crime policy appears very ambivalent,

changeable and in no small part dependent on the perceived crime develop-

ment. If criminality were not regarded as a serious threat the population would

probably be more open-minded in the area of penal reform and criminal

justice.

As it has been stated before reviewing the recent international crime surveys,

experience of crime and victimization belong to events of everyday life. A

concept of crime policy that did not take crime problems seriously would

moreover tend to ignore the needs of the people, insofar as it would only be

ready to respond by affecting decriminalization and informal conflict solution.

However, such a concept must fait in the long term and would provoke

punitive attitudes in the population in the end, which would block any attempt

to cope with crime and the offender in a rational and humane way. So public

security as a topic and a goal merits a fixed place in criminal science and
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should not be seen as mere populism or polemically attached to the area of

myth. Of course, it is no surprise that the concept of public safety would be

attacked in particular by those who would like to 'disarm' penal law and try to

push crime policy in the direction of decriminalization. This is especially true

for narcotica control, an area where some academics as well as practitioners

still believe it is possible to defeat organized crime by pure decriminalization

or legalization of narcotics use, a myth that will not be easily dispelled.

Bearing in mind the recent success of diversion and mediation strategies

further demands to reform the system of criminal sanctions have lost a lot of

their urgency and dynamics. The main matters being addressed are the

widening of mediation, restitution, and community service on the one side,

and restriction or even abolition of life-term imprisonment on the other side.

Although life-term imprisonment is generally just a symbolic verdict, to

express public disapproval, in practice it normally ranges from nine to thirty

years. Trying to avoid capital punishment it would be wise in the near future to

stick to the verdict of life-term imprisonment. But the most important focuses

of the actual discussion on crime policy matters are located within the scope

of criminal proceedings and criminal procedure law (e.g. undercover-activities,

wire-tapping, crown-witnesses (pentiti), police custody and human rights). In

this connection, the role of the police is again a matter of discussion.

One of the most important instruments to achieve a rational crime policy is

the method of so-called evaluation. The strategic importance of evaluation is

its pressing towards purpose-oriented rational arguing within the crime-

political procedure, decision-making and the necessary transparency. This

might be the reason that evaluation as an instrument of assessment and

guidance finds an increasing echo. But intricacy of the matter is that crime

policy is situated between rationality of criminology, penal law and policy.

If it is true that different rationality does exist, in which modern crime policy is

involved, so it appears plausible that we are encountering so many controver-

sies in our field. It is obviously difficult to bring the different perspectives of

rationality to a convergence. Nevertheless, the assessment of the crime

political programme and its implementation could not be achieved without an

empirical contribution. Therefore, the pressure of giving reasons, achieving

transparency, and respecting human rights belong to the 'essentials' of a

rational crime policy. However, we are still missing the grand theory on crime

policy, so we must rely on social piece-meal engineering for the near future.

Nearly all the criminal justice systems are especially having problems with

preventing recidivism and the development of criminal careers.

Whatever the future of penal law might be and in whatever direction it will

move, a rational crime policy is not at all guaranteed by supporting it with

empirical research data or generally, by criminological knowledge. For the
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controversy on crime policy concepts has expanded its horizons into the area

of empirical knowledge. The purpose is not only to use it, but possibly to

determine content by giving the ideological frame of reference, especially

before the controversy has reached criminological research. Examples can be

taken from the different interpretations put on research results concerning fear

of crime, victimization and the punitive needs of the population as well as on

the reality of environmental penal law, drug control by penal law and organ-

ized crime, besides the criminality of aliens. To overcome potential barriers

and difficulties it might be helpful for the further development of a rational

crime policy to be aware of foreign and international tendencies. Taking into

account that transnational criminality approaches can be restricted less than

before to national areas alone, successful crime control would have to be

dependent on international cooperation, e.g. Europol. Moreover, it demands

the harmonization of the related laws as well as harmonization of strategies in

crime control. Nevertheless, it is almost impossible to envisage the crime

policy programme that might have a chance of surviving the year 2000. The

rapid development of the economic system by so-called globalization in

conclusion with a high unemployment rate in Europe as well as the dynamics

of migration and their potential implications can only be surmised as potential

challenges of the future.
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Punishment and rehabilitation

The case of the Czech Republic

Jana Válková'

All societies recognize the principle that every offence must be punished in

compliance with law. However, the question is what objective the allotted

punishment pursues and what its intention is. It is a well known fact that the

classical school of criminal law perceived punishment as a retribution for an

offence with the punishment being in proportion to the seriousness of the

particular offence. In other words, the punishment must be in proportion to

guilt. Not surprisingly most academics would probably agree that these ideas

as well as the ideas of the neoclassical school have been overturned. It is

obvious that this perception of punishment does not fully meet its objectives

such as to adequately protect society against dangerous criminals and recidi-

vists, or to provide medical treatment to the mentally ill, or to educate juvenile

offenders.

The classical school was succeeded by the positivist school which focused on

the offender and his behaviour. It was based on the assumption that there are

types of offenders for whom the traditional punishment fails in all its preven-

tive objectives. The purpose of punishment according to positivists is not to

punish offenders, but to offer them treatment. Despite its significant influence

on the majority of criminological theories in the 1950s, this approach did not

live up to expectations. On the subject of punishment, one must be aware of

the fact that each country has its own criminal law context, connected with its

own socio-economic and political situation and history. However, in the field

of criminal sanctions and sanction-systems we can observe many similarities

between the different systems and less disparities than in other areas of

criminal law. This can be explained by the fact that nowadays all modern

societies are confronted with the same or similar problems in the field of

1 Researcher at the Institute of Criminology and Social Prevention, Nam. 14. rijna 12, 150 00

Prague, the Czech Republic.
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criminal law. All countries must also face horrendous crime rates. Confronted

with this increasing crime rate, individual societies have found that when it

comes to coping with criminality their options are rather limited. When

preventive and rehabilitative measures fail, one has to fall back on penal

sanctions again, as a last resort.

Is it really a never ending spiral with no way out? The human mind has proved

to be fairly unimaginative as far as developing penal sanctions is concerned.

Most of the European Penal Codes are based on the traditional sanction-

systems in which custodial sentences and fines are still the dominant principal

penalties. Besides these principal sanctions most of the Penal Codes contain

the suspended sentence, probation and security measures as second track

sanctions. These double track reaction systems date back to the end of the last

century and the beginning of this century, and were strongly influenced by the

ideas of the Modern Movement initiated by Frans von Liszt. This led to the

introduction and development of special provisions for mentally ill or danger-

ous offeraders, to the introduction of the suspended sentence, and to an

upgrading of the fine and other financial sanctions.

Notwithstanding the enormous influence of this movement, the shortcomings

have become obvious too. The movement has only been partly successful in

reducing the number of prison sentences imposed. Furthermore, under the

influence of the Modern Movement the traditional sanction-systems were

strongly based on the ideals of rehabilitation and reintegration. But in juvenile

penal law as welf in adult penal law this rehabilitative ideal has seemed to be

an illusion in many cases. Neither compulsory treatment, nor other forms of

deprivation of liberty have given any proof that they really can contribute to

the realization of the rehabilitative aims. In most cases the opposite was and is

the case. That is why in almost all West European countries the legislature has

taken a lot of initiatives to find an adequate answer to these problems, and

also the most effective ways of rehabilitating offenders. Most post-totalitarian

countries are trying to follow the same path.

The situation in the Czech Republic

Historical background

Prior to the creation of independent Czechoslovakia in 1918, this country

followed Austrian legislation, the key provisions being encompassed in the

Criminal Act of 1852. These provisions, inspired by the classical school of

criminal law, weze mainly oriented towards traditional punishment. This

retributive approach also prevailed in the Criminal Act of 1950, which com-

pletely replaced the previous criminal provisions. Subsequently these provi-
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sions were replaced again in 1961. The Czech criminal law adopted the

principle that the intensity of punishment should correspond to the degree of

danger which the given offence presented to society. This principle assumes

that the personality of the offender and the possibility of his or her restoration

are criteria used for evaluating the danger represented by the given offence.

However, this concept seems to fail vis-a-vis its educative purpose. The Czech

Republic still applies the Criminal Code of 1961 which has been amended

many times since 1990. However, the definition of the purpose of punishment

has remained unchanged; it should change within a general recodification of

the Czech criminal laws which is under way. How does our criminal law define

the purpose of punishment? The Act says:

1) 'The purpose of punishment is to protect society against criminal offenders,

to prevent the convict from continuing his criminal activity and to teach him

to lead the orderly life of a working man, and thereby exert an educational

influence on other members of society as well.

2) The execution of a penalty must in no way humiliate human dignity'.

So, the punishment is a coercive measure used by the State to protect the

interests protected by criminal law. The fundamental function of punishment

and its final goal is to protect society against offenders. To prevent the of-

fender from committing more crimes and to educate him or her to conduct a

decent life style are the ways of achieving the above mentioned goal. The

purpose of punishment with juvenile offenders (from 15 to 18 years of age) is

defined in a slightly different manner: 'The purpose of punishment with

juvenile offenders is to educate them to become good citizens while taking

into account their personal characteristics, family education and the environ-

ment'. By comparing those two definitions one can see that the purpose of

punishment for juvenile offenders has been modified in order to promote and

stress the educative, restorative functions of the punishment imposed on them.

How can these objectives of punishment be met? There is no doubt that

depriving offenders of liberty is a successful way of protecting society against

perpetrators of serious crime. Czechoslovakia was known for its traditional

repressive orientation which was reflected in the criminal codes with custodial

sentences playing a dominant role, whilst non-custodial sentences in terms of

frequency and choice and range have always played a secondary role. This was

especially reflected in practice in the period from the 1970s to the 1990s when

custodial sentences represented two thirds or even three quarters of all

imposed sentences while unconditional deprivation of liberty represented

about one third of the whole range of imposed sentences (up to 90 per cent

with recidivists).

Repression has accelerated during the last twenty years to such an extent that
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in Czechoslovak prisons there have been three to four times more people in

relation to the number of inhabitants than there used to be. Hand in hand

with more repression there has been an increase in crime rates and recidivism

together with a more unfavourable profile of offenders. Currently, the most
frequent sentence is conditional deprivation of liberty which represents about

two thirds of all sentences imposed by judges. The second most frequent

sentence is unconditional deprivation of liberty imposed in one fifth of cases

and the third most frequent sentence is a pecuniary sentence imposed in one

tenth of cases. The imprisonment in 60 per cent of cases is not longer than

one year, in more than one third of cases sentences are from 1 to 5 years, the

remainder being more severe sentences. (It is interesting to realize that the

number of prisoners in the Czech Republic is one of the highest in the world,

after the USA, China, Russia and Rumania).

The well known and therefore often declared truth about the priority of

prevention, the subsidiary role of criminal repression, reintegration of offend-

ers and priority goals of punishment served in fact as an alibi to a very

repressive regime. The bona fide promotion of human ideas in modern

criminal policy such as 'rehabilitation' was distorted in real life and limited to

an inadequate social control of individuals by the totalitarian regime leading to

forced social and political conformity and acceptance of the status quo. Failure

of this rehabilitation policy is not only a Czech phenomenon, hut here this

label was used to hide very severe repression, restriction of human rights and

degradation of human dignity. The underlying principle of our criminal law

including the established system, contents and application of sentences, was

to protect the State, its interests and the ideologically exclusive, closed organi-

zation of the society, to the detriment of protection of individuals and their

rights and interests. We can say that this repressive policy did not bring the

expected results and helped more to preserve the problem than to solve it. The

educative aspect of sentences, such as custodial sentences, was thus non-

existent. In most cases it involved separating the offender from society (which

is still generally true even now) with minimum restorative and educative effect.

Rehabilitation attempts fail not only in cases of imprisonment hut also in

cases of conditional sentences. In the case of a suspended prison sentence

(with a probatiorr period up to five years), nobody in fact monitors the offend-

er's conduct during this probationary period. Just before the elapse of such a

period, the court is only concerned to know whether the offender has commit-

ted an other offence and asks the local police about his or her conduct. If the

reply is positive, the court holds that the offender has behaved well and met

all the requirements; if the opposite is the case, the court imposes a sentence

for the new offence together with an order issued to the offender to serve the
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original sentence. In this case, the restorative and rehabilitative effect is in

fact zero.

A relatively frequent measure imposed prior to 1990 was the so-called reforma-

tory measure which could be imposed for a term ranging from two months to

one year in cases where, in view of the offender's personality and the possibil-

ity of his reform no prison penalty was needed in order to achieve the purpose

of punishment. The offender remained at liberty, and ten to twenty-five per

cent of the remuneration due to the convict for his work was forfeited to the

state. After cancellation of the above reformatory measure, there was an

increase in the imposed conditional sentences.

Present state of affairs

In the light of the afore-mentioned, one of the fundamental priorities of the

general criminal law reform is a far-reaching reform of sentences in favour of

non-custodial sentences. Since 1990, many significant amendments to criminal

law and criminal procedures have been adopted in order to reflect the current
trends in sentencing policy, and to strengthen the rehabilitative aspect of

punishment imposed on the offender.

General shift

In general terms, these changes can be characterized as an attempt made by

the legislator to mitigate the punitive character of sentences and to enlarge the

variety of approaches towards offenders and thus to increase possibilities for

the offender's reintegration. In sentencing, this is a first step from custodial

sentences towards alternative methods of punishment. The provisions enabling

diversion from the traditional sentences have been adopted, such as condi-

tional postponement of criminal prosecution, mediation and reintroduction of

penal orders.

Conditional postponement (since January 1, 1994)

It is allowed to postpone criminal prosecution, provided that the offender has

committed a crime punishable by imprisonment not exceeding five years, the

convicted offender agrees to it and has provided compensation for the damage

caused by the crime or has made an agreement about compensation with the

injured party, or has made any other necessary measure to compensate for

such damage. Finally, there have to be reasonable grounds on which this

measure can be considered to be sufficient in view of the personality of the

offender and the circumstances of the case. The decision about this measure
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may be made by a public prosecutor or a judge. The probation period is fixed

for a term from six months to two years. Suitable restrictions may be placed on

the offerader.

Mediation (introduced September 1, 1995)

Mediation shall be applied if the crime is punishable by imprisonment not

exceeding five years, the accused person pleads guilty to the offence for which

he or she is prosecuted, he or she provides compensation for the damage

(under the same conditions as with conditional postponement of prosecution

mentioned previously), furthermore, if the accused person deposits in the

court account a sum of money for the benefit of the community. The accused

and the injured party must give their approval to this procedure, and finally

the court must consider such settlement of the case to be sufficient. The Czech

criminal legislation has thus enlarged the range of non-custodial sentences

(Act No. 152/1995 Collection). This extension is perceived as a certain solution

to the sentencing crisis which is being encountered vis-a-vis increasing crime

rates, and not only in the Czech Republic.

Community service

It was introduced into the Czech Criminal Code and came into effect on

January 1, 1996. Again, the term of imprisonment for the crime must not

exceed five years, it is an alternative to imprisonment and the length of service

which can be imposed ranges from 50 to 400 hours and is for the benefit of a

community. The service must be undertaken within one year from the date the

order was issued. The approval of the offender is not required which is a big

deficiency of this measure. The Czech Republic has started to set up its

probation system, and the necessary foundations for a probation service have

been laid (probation officers started to operate in the courts as from January 1,

1996, and they are active particularly in the application of' conditional post-

ponement of criminal prosecution, mediation and community service). As a

result of recodification, the legai system will incorporate probationary aspects.

The attempt to limit the imposition of unconditional imprisonment and thus

to mitigate a punitive character of sentencing has resulted in a new provision

in Section 39, paragraph 2 of the Criminal Code which considerably limits the

possibility of imposing this sentence for less serious offences for which the

maximum sentence does not exceed one year of imprisonment. An other

innovation was that the definition 'particularly dangerous recidivist' (Section

41 of the Criminal Code) was restricted. Restriction of the notion of 'particu-

larly dangerous recidivist' has had the impact of reducing the number of cases
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in which judges previously imposed long unconditional sentences. The

amendment to the Criminal Code incorporated in 1990 then extended the

possibility to impose pecuniary sentences even for wilful and negligence

offences which were committed for lucrative purposes in cases where the

maximum sentence does not exceed three years of imprisonment and under

the condition that a custodial sentence is not imposed simultaneously. Despite

the afore-mentioned changes in the Criminal Code, custodial sentences

continue to prevail and the legislators have not succeeded in abandoning the

retributive approach. Notions such as 'restorative justice' or 'reconciliation' are

not yet sufficiently recognized; in fact, they have started to be more widely

accepted in relation to the incorporation of mediation. However, these legisla-

tive changes in criminal policy have not been reflected in practice.

Proposals for the future

It is expected that existing retributive approaches will be considerably weak-

ened and restricted in the new Criminal Code and Criminal Procedures Act. In
terms of sentencing, the following changes are envisaged. In general terms, the

draft of the Criminal Act will abandon the definition of the purpose of punish-

ment with adult offenders. The following wording has been proposed: 'Punish-

ment imposed pursuant to this Act cannot have a degrading effect upon

human dignity'. The current definition of the purpose of punishment which

had mainly a proclamatory character should be abandoned. This will not affect

the traditional functions of punishment such as the protection of the society

against offenders and preventing offenders from repeating offences. At the

same time this approach will have a non-negligible effect for reintegration of

offenders.

However, for the moment, there is no consensus whether to adopt the same

approach towards juvenile offenders or as well to retain the current provisions

defining the purpose of punishment for this age category of offenders. Most

probably the provisions regarding prosecution of juvenile offenders will

continue to constitute a separate chapter of the Criminal Code. Hówever, they

will be much more detailed and generally the sentencing will be more severe,

the age limit for'criminal responsibility is expected to be reduced for the most

serious felonies specified by the Criminal Code (from 15 to 14 years of age)

and the range of possible sentences and measures will be expanded. Numer-

ous educative measures, medical treatment and other protective measures are

envisaged. In specific terms, the following sentences and measures have been

proposed.

- Conditional waiver of punishment with supervision (the current provisions

include only 'waiver of punishment'). In such a case the judge would set a
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probation period up to 1 year and would impose adequate measures.

- Conditional sentence with supervision (until now without supervision).

Offenders would have a probation period from 1 to 5 years imposed on them

(as it is now) and then the judge could impose supervision and further

appropriate measures. Unlike the current provisions which speak about

adequate measures in very general terms, the draft gives examples of specific

measures. They would oblige the offender to acquire suitable qualifications

and skills; to attend a programme of social training and re-education; to

undergo anti-drug treatment which is different from `protestion treatment'

according to the existing Criminal Act; to attend psychological guidance

programmes; to refrain from attending unsuitable places and having contacts

with certain persons and to refrain from gambling and betting. Notions such

as conditional release and conditional waiver of the rest of punishment

consisting of prohibition of specific activities or prohibition of residence with

supervision should be re-introduced.

Adoption of new criminal legislation in the proposed form would significantly

interfere with the traditional system of sentences. Application of alternative

methods of punishment and other measures would be reinforced and thus

reintegration of offenders would be promoted. Such a fundamental change in

traditional sentencing would offer new opportunities for more flexible re-

sponses to the changes in the political and criminal situation and this new

approach towards punishment would be in better harmony with current

European developments in this field. Should both the existing and proposed

sentences be really effective and should we want to maximize the effects of

rehabilitation of offenders, it will be necessary to build a network of special-

ized social workers who will work with offenders. The system of probation

officers and mediators which is being set up, should be continually developed

and strengthened. Coordination of activities carried out by the said profession-

als, social workers operating in prisons and social workers involved in after-

care should be improved. (Separation of the probation officers from social

workers seems to be a Czech speciality.) Then it is necessary to re-allocate a

certain proportion of funds from prisons towards the probation service and

alternative methods of punishment where this money would be spent in a

more cost-effective manner. It will be necessary to clarify the position of non-

governmental organizations helping with rehabilitation of offenders, including

religious institutions. Unlike most European countries there is no tradition of

involving volunteers in this undertaking in the Czech Republic, and it seems

that it will be some time before we are able to make good use of the potential

provided by these organizations and individuals. When discussing the relation-

ship between punishment and rehabilitation, several questions are raised. To

what extent punishment really fulfils or can fulfil the expected rehabilitation
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objectives? What types of punishment are more likely to succeed as regards

rehabilitation? Are these notions in opposition or are they compatible? Which

categories of offenders are suitable for rehabilitation? How do we define

'rehabilitation'? Can we speak about a 'resocialized' offender also as someone

who commits new offences several years after the previous offence?

Juvenile offenders

Ir seems that in the case of adult offenders, there is little hope that they will

reintegrate into society and therefore we should focus more on young offerad-

ers and first offenders. This aspect is becoming more and more important in

the Czech Republic because the crime committed by first offenders (mostly

young offenders) has been increasing since 1990. In 1994, the absolute number

of children (8,500) and juvenile offenders (more than 17,000) reached its peak;

this is about one quarter of all identified offenders. As for serious offences,

there is a significant shift towards younger categories of offenders; it is a very

serious phenomenon. Juvenile and young adult offenders under 24 years now

constitute one half of all identified offenders which is way out of proportion

taking into consideration these age categories in the population. Another

alarming fact is that first offenders at present represent nearly 70 per cent of

all offenders (prior to 1989 the percentage of recidivists was much higher -

their proportion dropped from 30 per cent to 14 per cent in 1994). This

situation becomes more serious if we take into account that the 'baby boom'

generation is now reaching the age category from 18 to 25 years in which we

Eind a very high crime rate. Therefore, there is a real danger that this criminal

infection will spread more and more among young individuals who have no

criminal record so far.

The main features of juvenile justice

After adopting a special act on juvenile criminal justice in 1931, Czechoslova-

kia ranked among the countries which had special legislation governing

juvenile justice. This act stressed such things as individual preventive and

educative measures instead of criminal repression (e.g. possibilities to impose

measures such as 'educative surveillance', mandatory appointment of advo-

cates, close co-operation between judges and youth care facilities etcetera).

This Act was abolished without substitution in 1950. The criminal provisions

governing juvenile crime were incorporated again into general criminal

provisions. The juvenile jurisdictions and related youth care facilities were

abolished. It is not planned to reintroduce these institutions in the newly

prepared codes. Thus both theoretically and in practice, prosecutors and
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judges have limited opportunities to respond to juvenile crime in compliance

with the declarations regarding the restorative effect of punishment. In fact,

juvenile offenders are subject to the same measures that are imposed on adult

offenders. There is a relatively high proportion of custodial sentences imposed

on young offenders. `Protective education' - i.e. placement of young offenders

in special facilities is a last resort which is not frequently used due to limited

capacity in such facilities. It is a paradox that in practice the situation has not

changed since 1989 and again this is another area awaiting new legislation.

Conclusion

Despite partial amendments to criminal legislation the existing Czech criminal

system is marked by its punitive character. Despite a slight change in attitudes

towards punishment after 1990, the nature of penalties has not been adapted

to the new goals. The punishment which fulfils the retributive, i.e. deterrent

objective will not automatically become a means of re-education and rehabili-

tation merely because we change its objective in law. The new purpose of

punishment requires changes in contents of punishment, i.e. searching for

effective ways of handling offenders both outside and inside prisons. We have

to renounce the idea that rehabilitation of offenders can be achieved by

coercion. We have to respond to offending by imposing an adequate punish-

ment which must be executed paying full respect to human rights and dignity.

In this context, any offender must be able to exercise his or her right to

request conditions and means for social reintegration (training, improvement

of skills, medical treatment etcetera), if the offender is really interested in

rehabilitation. We can only create conditions, we cannot reintegrate anybody

by force. Rehabilitation in the Czech Republic continues to be more a good

intention than a reality.
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Organized crime in Estonia

Its historical preconditions

Ando Leps'

Organized crime did not originate in Estonia but was imported from the

former Soviet Union, the present Russian Federation, where it is not a new

phenomenon at all. Its development, which can be traced through several

decades of Soviet history, was directly connected with the prevailing central-

ized command economy (Aspects, 1996; Leps, 1996a, 1996b, 1996c). As early as

the 1960s there was a marked increase in the role of the shadow economy in

the Soviet Union, an increase which peaked in the early 1980s. A new stage in

the development of organized crime began during the perestroika period. It

was then that a strong foundation for the mafia in its present form was laid.

The birth of private enterprise (cooperatives) provided an opportunity for

organized crime to bring the huge sums of ill-gotten money in its possession

into legal circulation. Nothing prevented the flow of 'black' money into

cooperatives, joint ventures and banks, as a result of which the borderline

between what was legal and what was illegal became very vague. Investigations

have shown that by the late 1980s organized crime controlled most of the

small firms set up during the perestroika period (Ajdinyan and Gilinskij, 1996).

In the Soviet Union organized crime was first mentioned during Gorbachev's

perestroika period. Naturally the reference was fairly inconspicuous. There was

more openness about corrupt power in the Soviet empire's borderlands, such

as illicit cotton growing practices in Central Asia, without any mention of the

metropolis.

Organized crime in Russia

When the giant empire collapsed, all inhibitions which had thus far checked

the free development of organized crime were eliminated.

1 Member of Parliament, Lossi plats la, EE 0100 Tallinn, Estonia.
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To a certain degree, disintegration also affected such power structures as

the KGB, the armed forces, the militia (police) force and the detention

institutions system. Although these institutions did not entirely disappear,

they emerged from under central control, became scattered throughout the

vast territory of the former Soviet Union and could no longer act as

cementers of society.

Control was also lifted from vast material and financial resources, ranging

from weapons and combat machines to Communist Party and KGB

accounts in foreign banks. Hundreds of firms were set up with this money,

bringing links between organized crime and the former nomenclative

bureaucracy to a new level.

Well defended and controlled state borders both of the Soviet Union and

other East European countries ceased to exist.

A large number of people became redundant and no longer found employ-

ment or had an adequate income. Included in this number were thousands

of veterans of the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan, former KGB and GRU

officers, etcetera They had the necessary ideology and ambitions, as well

as experience and qualifications (particularly KGB officers).

Thanks to such favourable preconditions it did not take long for criminal

organizations to be set up on a mass scale. The number of organized criminal

groups has grown not only in scope hut also in organization; smoothly-run

criminal conglomerates have been set up. At the end of 1994, the Russian state

organized crime fighting agency had information about the existence of 155

such conglomerates uniting 926 larger or smaller groups. These conglomerates

have practically divided the Russian territory into spheres of influence and are

successfully competing with the authorities in the economic and in some

places also in the political sphere. Organized crime has extended its control

over 35,000 enterprises and financial institutions in Russia, including 400

banks, 47 stock exchanges and 1,500 state-owned enterprises. According to

analysts the maffia controls 55 per cent of the capital circulating in Russia and

has an annual income of over 20 billion dollars.

Violence inevitably accompanies the seizure and control of new regions and

spheres of activity. The victims of this violence include businessmen, law

officers and leaders of the criminal world. Robbery and murder are common-

place. Huge profits cannot be reaped and possessions protected without a

strong organization. All the criminal conglomerates in Russia have a strict

hierarchical structure typical of the maffia.

A conglomerate is usually headed by one or two authorities of the criminal

world picked for the post. Surrounding them is the conglomerate's core of

'legal thieves', the characteristic godfathers of the Russian mafia, whose
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number in Russia is estimated at 260-280. At the disposal of every 'legai thief'

are 'oxen, people ready for anything. The base of the pyramid widens and

comprises crooks of all denominations, from those carrying out all sorts of

minor operations and police informers to prostitutes.

Serious differences are becoming apparent between the new and the old

generation of 'legal thieves'. 'Thieves' of the new generation, born in the 1950s

and later, no Jonger care for the thieves' classic code of honour by which it is

forbidden for the leader of a criminal group to have a house and a family and

to engage in commerce. Besides, the new generation is much more brutal than

the old one.

Keeping pace with the rapid development of the Russian maffia in the past few

years the 'legai thieves" positions have considerably strengthened, and many

of them have developed an appetite for political power. According to Russian

analysts the flow of maffia money into political parties, which in the future may

play an extremely important role in the country's life, has become one of the

biggest sources of danger.

In the opinion of experts organized crime in Russia spends 30 to 50 per cent of

its resources on bribing officials and politicians at all levels. Privatization is

undoubtedly one of the main spheres in which the Russian mafia is focusing

its attention at present. If one has good relations with the local administration,

it is now possible to pocket for a song controlling stakes in enterprises of

strategic importance.

According to Russian Interior Ministry sources, there were about 600 criminal

groups formed on an ethnic basis in Russia at the beginning of 1995. Informa-

tion available on Russia's criminal organizations shows them to be dominated

by Azerbaijanis, Dagestanis, Armenians, Chechens, Georgians, Ingushetians

and Tartars. None of the groups, however, consists solely of representatives of

one ethnic community. Hence there are only about 30 per cent of Tartars in the

Tartar group, the balance being made up of Russians.

Organized crime in Estonia

Just as it is important to Russia to keep Estonia and the other new states in its

sphere of influence with all available means, so it is.also important for the

Russian mafia to maintain a foothold in Estonia, a country quickly acquiring a

Western reputation. This may even take place with the approval and under the

direction of corrupt chauvinist officials in Russian power bodies.

Estonia today offers all kinds of opportunities for the expansion of organized

crime. On the one hand the country has a developing market economy

combined with privatization and an influx of foreign capital. On the other

hand there is confusion both in the economic life and the legislative sphere as
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in any country with budding capitalist relations. Such confusion is a good

breeding ground for all kinds of crime. With the implementation of the

property reform now in progress there is not enough time or real opportunity

to check the background of imported capital, particularly that from the east.

On this basis it is difficult to Eind a more suitable place to launder illegal

money from the east than in Estonia.

Side by side with income from illicit business and proceeds from money

laundering, organized crime in Estonia can use the services of people with

special training (retired military personnel, former militiamen dismissed from

law and order bodies, former KGB security service officers) permanently

residing in the country.

Organized crime in Estonia does not exist in a closed space or time, hut

retains close contacts with organized crime in neighbouring countries,

particularly Russia and Latvia, but also Finland, Sweden, Lithuania and

Germany. The role of the ever strengthening Russian mafia is particularly

strongly feit. Estonia's criminal cadres (including replacements) have come and

continue to come from Russia, as do their ideology, orders, bravos, etcetera.

Russia is an unlimited market for cars stolen in Estonia, as well as for its illicit

alcohol, weapons etcetera.

At the beginning of 1995 the North-Western part of Russia alone, the area

closest to Estonia, had 234 organized criminal groups with a total of 2,500

members. Thirty-three of the groups have inter-regional contacts and nineteen

have international contacts. Hundreds of organized criminal groups active

near the border create a good market for illicit arms and drugs smuggled from

the Baltic states to Russia. Russia is the destination for illegally traded combat

weapons abandoned by the Russian armed forces in the Baltic countries

(mainly TT and PM pistols) as well as for firearms smuggled or legally im-

ported into the Baltic countries from Western Europe and sold in the country's

numerous weapons' shops.

The Russian Federal counter-intelligence service believes that tense relations

with Baltic law and order bodies, and Russo-Estonian relations in particular, is

one of the main factors preventing efficient crime fighting. Efficiency could be

improved by using the so-called 'controlled consignment' method to detect

smugglers whereby it is usually possible to expose and render harmless all

links in a long criminal éhain. The smugglers are observed from the moment

the goods are received and having been permitted to cross state borders

without hindrance the criminals are only arrested when the consignment is

handed over to the client.

An alarming development is the widening of the Caucasian diaspora in the

regions near the border. In order to guarantee the arrival of smuggled goods at

their destination, the Caucasians establish contacts with the local people and
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customs officials. A similar technique is used, or will be adopted in the near

future, with respect to Estonian customs officials and residents of border areas.

Future developments

The dangers of organized crime to Estonia are obvious.

- It poses a direct threat to Estonia's state security.

- It causes fundamental economic damage (non-payment of customs duty

and value-added tax, profit not received from state alcohol sales, etcetera).

- It acts as a direct stimulus and feeding ground for official corruption.

If Estonia's law and order bodies do not take cardinal steps, the following

development tendencies may be prognosticated in connection with organized

crime:

- Organized crime will expand and become more varied, spreading to areas

it has not yet infected.

- The degree of organization will accelerate, and its links with international
organized crime, particularly that of neighbouring countries, will intensify.

- The types of organized crime will become more refined and more difficult

to detect (economic crime, money laundering, drug trafficking, etcetera).

- The amount of money circulating in organized criminal circles will

constantly increase, together with attempts to invest it in legal business.

- Attempts will intensify to invest criminal money in all types of real estate,

and not in Estonia alone, hut also in neighbouring countries (Finland,

Sweden, etcetera).

- Export of money via off-shore companies into tax-free areas, a convenient

method of money laundering, will expand.

- Estonia was previously seen by organized crime mainly as a favourable

transit country for illegal weapons, metals, and drugs, then as the Estonian

economy continues to develop, direct capital investments into Estonia by

international criminal circles wilt increase.

- To secure continuation of present activity and ensure increased profits,

organized crime will attempt to extend its activity both horizontally and

vertically in state structures, particularly as regards bribing, or in other

ways criminally involving employees of law and order bodies and repre-

sentatives of state power.

To prevent organized crime and to inhibit its development, Estonian law and

order bodies must:

- continue to improve and amend laws, giving priority to laws which restrict

money laundering;
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work out a clear strategy and tactics to fight organized crime at govern-

ment level;

create an information exchange system comprising the Interior Ministry,

the Justice Ministry, the State Police Department, the State Security Police

Department, the Executive Department, the Border Guard Department and

the Customs Department;

take maximum advantage of other countries' experience;

find opportunities abroad for the professional training of their present

staff.
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Current issues

Criminal justice in transition: some provisional

notes on the crisis in the Belgian system

The events that have taken Belgium

by storm since August 1996 have set

the stage for the criminal justice

system to ask itself some fundamen-

tal questions. These questions

concern, to various extents, all

western democracies sharing,

globally, the same prerequisites.

Within a situation that is constantly

evolving, our observations are

limited, provisional and general.

Their sole purpose is to open the

debate, at the European level, on

those points which appear to us to be

the most sensitive for the administra-

tion of justice, with regard to its own

logic.

As for the facts and the sociological

analysis of the functioning of the

criminal justice system, it would

seem advisable to await the conclu-

sions of the commission of enquiry

appointed by the government in

October 1996, with the mandate to

evaluate the manner in which the

investigation, in its police and

judiciary components, has been

conducted in the Dutroux-Nihoul et al.

affair. In the light of the ratio legis of

the prerogative of investigation given

to both Chambers of Parliament by

article 56 of the Federal Constitution

of February 17, 1994, • the parliamen-

tary commission of enquiry must

exercise a triple mandate: to evaluate,

with regard to the structures, the

failures and dysfunctions of the

investigation and to propose some

legal reforms; to allow parliament to

determine political responsibilities;

and finally, at the level of the exercise

of duties, to point out failures, errors

and dysfunctions and to communi-

cate them to the competent authori-

ties in order to bring them in accord-

ance with the law.

In the present state of affairs - in

constant evolution - we will concen-

trate our remarks around two poles:

justice (1) and the victims (2). Those

two poles do not meet here by

chance: beyond the criminal, it is

justice that is being questioned. We

will eventually conclude on the issue

of reform.

Justice taken by storm

All along its path, criminal justice is

taken by storm. At the beginning,
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paradoxically, it was the issue of

parole which surfaced with a certain

acuteness; following this, the ques-

tions became centred around the

initial stages of the criminal justice

system. As the inquiry proceeds, the

police appear as a uniquely problem-

atic power. On the one hand, the

indiscriminate use of informers

causes the system to decay. On the

other hand, the police war, which we

thought was under control, is

constantly being revived. We are led

to recognize that the law no longer

has any real control over the police.

As such, there is an obvious danger

for the State of Law and democracy.

Despite legislation which aims to

promote partnerships between police

services (hence, in Belgium, the

legislation on police duties of August

5, 1992) or to control police opera-

tions (such as the organic legislation

for the control of police and intelli-

gente services of July 18, 1991), the

situation is mostly characterized by a

state of endemic anomie. Considering

the obvious impossibility of collabo-

ration, some suggest a division of the

tasks to be advisable (Renault and

Derricks, 1996, pp. 183-184). With

regard to the issue of the efficiency of

control, the question remains

unanswered.

As representatives of the criminal

justice system in action, in what is

called - in a most inadequate way -

the 'preliminary phase' of the

criminal trial (everybody knows that

it is those first stages of the criminal
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trial that are crucial and which

influence all the procedures in an

irreversible manner), the members of

the prosecution services and the

examining judges have appeared as

the central characters. We will not

dwell on the recent declarations of

love for certain fnagistrates, judges or

prosecutors. To be sure, the phenom-

enon is nothing new. It has been

observed previously, notably in

France, for judge Pascal in the 1960s

or for judge Lambert in the 1980s. It

creates a certain uneasiness. Loved

today, these same representatives of

judicial power will be hated tomor-

row, such is the destiny of senti-

ments. Moreover, in the same

irrational fashion, if certain judges

are now part of the 'good' judges

category, others are part of the 'bad'

judges category. This is a false

debate: the offender, whoever he may

be, does not choose his judge. Quite

an other thing is the quality of the

justice that must exist.

Regarding the office of the public

prosecutor, questions arise as to the

efficiency and the legitimacy of the

institution. 'The office of the public

prosecutor tomorrow, sword or white

cane?' as the King's prosecutor for

Brussels accurately asked

(Dejemeppe, 1996, pp. 843-844). In its

prosecuting functions, the efficiency

of the public prosecutor is subject to

constraints leading to paralysis.

Constraints in terms of means

(pathetic), constraints in terms of

training (non existent), constraints in
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terms of motivation (tradition),

constraints in terms of authority

(hierarchy). By law, the public

prosecutor must coordinate and lead

the police investigation; in fact, he is

often subordinate to it. The police are

in the field; justice is in paperwork.

Police reports are (necessarily) a

reconstruction of reality. To this can

be added the increased

criminalization which, coupled with

the Jack of criminal policy, creates a

situation of blind navigation in a

storm. The result is erratic action,

first in one direction, and then an

other. In the past few years, it used to

be so-called 'small delinquency', the

visible, irritating, menacing `urban

delinquency', which has dominated

both policies and practices; today, we

are rediscovering `large-scale'

criminality, as if the law only cares

about extremes. We have to accept

the obvious: justice cannot, and must

not, be the only forum of social

regulation. Then what?

We are confronted with a unique

paradox. Justice is everything at once,

and at the same time, criticized and

solicited. We blame everything on it

and we ask everything from it. This

situation impacts, without a doubt, at

the level of the public prosecuting

office, which despite being over-

whelmed (the number of new cases

increases every year), continues to

take on more and more tasks. To the

classic duties of the public prosecutor

are added, in many countries, the

ones of mediation, community work

orders, transaction, compensation,
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etcetera. What is the reason for this

strange institutional masochism?

What are the effects? Recent media

reports give the example of the

relationship of the public prosecutor

office with the examining judges.

These are problematic relationships

located within the framework of two

different philosophies of intervention.

In a minimalist vision, the public

prosecutor is the leader of the

investigation while the examining

judge is only required to perform

duties which imply constraint or the

undermining of the freedom of the

individual (search warrants, wire taps,

etcetera). The idea of a judge in

charge of the investigation (who

would control the investigative

actions by the police or the public

prosecutor) is part and parcel of this

perspective. In its full version, the

examining judge must exercise, in its

entirety, the function of investigation.

In fact, we can observe a spiralling

movement: if the police tend to

overrun the public prosecutor, the

public prosecutor tends to overrun

the examining judge. The wolf eating

the lamb? Maybe. The strengthening

of the powers of the public prosecu-

tor, which goes hand in hand with a

diversification of its tasks, is a reality

which imposes itself more and more.

Consequently, a crucial question

arises: the one task of control of this

power which, in the present state of

affairs, is most certainly underdevel-

oped.

Other questions, having more to do

with procedure, will also need to be
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subjected to fundamental reflection.

We are specifically referring to the

principle of the secrecy of the

examination, of which neither the

stakes nor the limits are barely

evident today. On the other hand, the

openness of the examination phase,

which cannot be limited to its

publicity, remains to be defined. One

must combine openness and discre-

tion, publicity and respect. Finally,

the language of justice, its style, its'

remoteness, its robes, its decorations

(why should one wear decorations on

a gown?) and its purple ornamenta-

tion must be addressed: as many

obstacles to communication, the

'wall' of justice.

The victim, a new actor

All through the events of these past

few months, the victims have made a

noticeable, and without doubt

critical, appearance on the penal

scene. However, it is extreme and

inaccurate to say that the victim has

no place in the criminal justice

system. If the model of 'imposed

justice' always represents the !deal of

one's perception of the implementa-

tion of justice, with the passage of

time various forms of participation by

private individuals have been

initiated which allow the construction

and the conception of a model of

'justice in partnership' (Tulkens and

Van de Kerchove, 1996; Mondon,
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1995, p. 349-350). The recent events

most certainly are of such a nature as

to be conducive to an acceleration of

the process. We will touch upon three

aspects of it.

In countries such as Belgium, which

are familiar with the mechanism of

the independent action for damages

introduced before the judge, the

victim can have a say during the

criminal trial. The victim is only

allowed marginal participation,

alongside, but in the shadow of the

public prosecutor. This 'low profile' of

the victim is evident in many situa-

tions, one of the most sensitive being

his denied access to the case files.

Within the criminal trial, one of the

major demands of the victims, which

appears to be realistic, is for the

equality between the parties.' But it

is not sound to create false illusions

which might only lead to frustrations.

The experience of the United States

with the anarchic increase in the

participation of victims in criminal

trial procedures must make us

cautious (Rubel, 1992, p. 238-239).

In its turn, the increased role of the

victim, as an actor in the criminal

trial, begs the question of the role of

the public prosecutor. It is the

legitimacy of the institution that is

being questioned in a system

historically dominated by the princi-

ple which states that repression is

exercised in the name of and by the

State, with, to be sure, many and

1 In Belgium, one could imagine an appeal before the Cour d'arbitrage (Court of Arbitration)

because of violation of the constitutional principle of equality and of non discrimination.
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substantial mitigations (Tulkens and

Van der Kerchove, 1993). Within the

logic of our continental penal law

institutions, the office of the public

prosecutor is supposed to represent

the public interest. But what is the

public interest? What is public order?

And how does the office of the public

prosecutor secure this representa-

tion? The victims say that they have

not been taken seriously, that justice

has 'robbed' them of their affair. The

victims, as representatives of the civil

society, bump into penal tradition

and compel us to question it. If

criminal law was born with the birth

of the State, is the decline of the State

also the decline of criminal law?

Within the framework of repression,

the line between the public and the

private sphere is to be reconstructed.

Victims also compel us to adopt a

redeployment, if not a redefinition of

the sanction or, more generally, of the

judicial intervention. The question is

far more complex than that regarding

the return of the idea of vengeance.

The victims never use the language of

revenge. It is remarkable. The victims

have a dual claim, one of recognition

and one of justice. How can one

translate this claim into the narrow

minded language of criminal law? On

the level of recognition, the victims

are entitled to a status, the status of

the victim as an individual or

collective actor contributing to social

life and that is precisely an alterna-

tive to revenge. On the level of

justice, one can observe nowadays a

reversal of the situation. Traditionally,
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the interest of the State was to ensure

repression while that of the private

individuals was to obtain compensa-

tion (Van de Kerchove, 1993). Now,

citizens demand justice while society

demands compensation. But the

justice demanded by the victims, and

this is the innovative part, is not

repressive. It is something else, to be

found anew.

We would like to conclude with the

issue of reform. On the one hand, we

are witnessing a disquieting phenom-

enon: after years of prevarication,

some want to reform everything and

they want to reform it right now.

Cumbersome paralysis is now

replaced with extreme restlessness.

The dangers are just as great on one

side as the other. If the powers that

be are to take things seriously, a

serious agenda for reforms must be

elaborated. On the other hand, we

are witnessing a heartening phenom-

enon: philosophers, economists,

politicians, artists, citizens are

mobilized today for justice, more

than the justice people' themselves.

It is from this movement that change

will come.

Francoise Tulkens

Professor at the Faculty of Law of the

Catholic University of Louvain,

Collège Thomas More, Place

Montesquieu 2, 1348 Louvain-la-

Neuve, Belgium
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Commentary: law, morality and restorative

justice

Hans Boutellier opens the last issue

on restorative justice and mediation

quoting James Q. Wilson: 'If society is

to maintain a behavioural equilib-

rium, any decline in morality must be

matched by a rise in law' (Wilson,

1994, p. 489). Boutellier rightly points

out that western countries have

transformed 'from relatively stable

normative cultures into cultures of

explicit moral pluralism' (p. 7) and

that the prominence of criminal law

enforcement in enforcing social order

has risen. Boutellier's own contribu-

tion, together with the remaining

essays in the issue of this journal,

show a direction for responding to

moral pluralism in more decent and

effective ways than building more

prisons.

Punitive criminal justice is hardly a

credible response to moral pluralism

because it is such a unicultural,

univocal tradition - one judge speaks

the law of one people following

procedures of justice enshrined by

the dominant culture in the society.

An appeal of restorative justice is that

it can be multicultural. Restorative

justice can mediate problems of
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order here according to procedures

that make sense to young brown

women, there by procedures that

make sense to old white men. This is

because the less law-like procedures

of restorative justice create a space

where participants can be empow-

ered with process control. This is a

key reason participants like it so

much, a popular appeal discussed in

the contribution of Walgrave and

Aertsen to this volume.

Boutellier points out that while

criminal law is less sustained by the

'self-evident social cohesion' of a

national community, the west is

discovering a new kind of consensus

over 'protection against victimization'

(p. 14). If we seem hopelessly frag-

mented over what constitutes 'the

good society' and 'fair procedure',
preventing and healing the suftering

of victims of crime and holding

accountable those who are responsi-

ble for it is something about which

we can and do agree.

At first, Boutellier's 'victimological

turn' in criminal law seemed danger-

ous. Progressives saw victims as

angry, retributive people; victim

social movements were at the

vanguard of vengeance. The women's

movement has complicated this

stereotype as it éncompasses punitive

and restorative traditions which both

have considerable vitality And now

the empirical experience of the kinds

of mediation programmes discussed

in this issue shows that even with a

fairly modest dose of empowerment,

victims can be remarkably forgiving,
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constructive in their engagement with

problem solving, often actively

seeking to advance their own restora-

tion by heling with the restoration

of the offender. In other words,

victims and victims' organizations

were at the vanguard of vengeance

because of the way their voices were

silenced by the white male voices of

judges enforcing the unicultural

legalism of the criminal law.

Tony Marshall's essay on 'The

Evolution of Restorative Justice in

Britain' identifies a pragmatism in the

tradition that gives it more resilience

than a social work ideology that

young people simply 'grow out of

crime. It may be, as Marshall points

out, that many grew out of crime

'precisely because they were caught

and it was made evident to them that

such behaviour was unacceptable' (p.

22). Marshall is right that restorative

justice has grown not as a result of

the persuasiveness of its theory, hut

because it 'offered pragmatic solu-

tions to everyday problems' (p. 34).

The best criminal justice theory is

inductive, drawing out the insights of

common sense practitioners. But

then it gives their pragmatism a more

abstract quality and puts it into a

deductive structure. In the shuttling

back and forwards between induction

and deduction that the best theory

does (Scheff, 1990), the deductive

part is important, not just an after-

thought.

Top-down, it shows where the

bottom-up practice has a wider

relevance. If restorative justice has
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proved more constructive than

punitive justice with problem A for

reasons X and Y, and X and Y apply to

problem B, the theory forces a

challenge as to why restorative justice

is not being used with problem B.

While restorative justice programmes

have proliferated at a remarkable rate

during the 1990s, most of the pro-

grammes have been marginal rather

than mainstream, as Marshall and

Dtinkel point out in their essays,

because the centres of punitive power

have mostly opted to refer only minor

cases. Armed with strong theory and

robust research that has tested it,

assaults can be launched against the

battlements of punitive power. Victory

is far from guaranteed; yet without a

credible theory and research that

supports it, defeat/seems certain.

Pragmatism that leaves restorative

justice marginal, pragmatically shying

away from an attempt to supplant the

mainstream punitive tradition, will

leave the benefits of restorative

justice moot. The mootness, well

illustrated by Dullum's chapter on the

history of the Norwegian Mediation

Boards, arises from the risk that

diversion from punishment to

restoration will be exceeded by

diversion from benign tolerance to

excessively intrusive community

control over matters best dealt with

by a simple caution (see Alder and

Wundersitz, 1994).

Frieder Di nkel's contribution on

'German Experiences with Mediation

in a European Perspective' suggests

some earnestness of thinking among
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criminal justice opinion leaders

about extending mediation from less

to more serious offenders. Expansion

of restorative justice into adult

offending is reported for both Austria

and Germany. Diinkel's essay shows

that this rests in part on German-

language research indicating specific

and general prevention effects, high

rates of reaching settlements and of

delivering the commitments made in

agreements.

Lode Walgrave and Ivo Aertsen

concur that As empirical evidence

and theoretical reflection on restora-

tive justice increase, confidence in it

is growing' (p. 68). This is something

of a reversal of the usual pattern in

criminology, where confidence

declines as data accumulate and

theory becomes more sophisticated.

Walgrave and Aertsen find a tension

between shaming and restoration.

They think that shaming the crime is

important to restoring the victim,

signifying to the victim who is

degraded by a crime that it is the

crime that must be shamed not the

victim. However, Walgrave and

Aertsen see it as difficult to shame

the crime without stigmatizing the

criminal.

Picking up a theme in Crime, Shame

and Reintegration, they think

reintegrative shaming is only possible

in communitarian societies. It is more

possible in communitarian societies;

but there is a lot of reintegrative

shaming in individualistic societies

(for example, in the families and

schools in the US that can be shown
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empirically to do the best job of

preventing crime) and a lot of

stigmatization in communitarian

societies. Walgrave and Aertsen see

restorative justice conferences as

keeping stigmatization within

reasonable bounds because the

shaming is kept right away from the

view of members of the public not

directly involved in the incident. This

semi-private character of conferences

is a worry given the importance of

having a publicly accountable

criminal justice system. My own

inclination is to believe that we can

design restorative justice institutions

that enable greater effective public

accountability than criminal courts.

They can do this while remaining

confidential proceedings until such

time as the participants agree that it

is better that they be public proceed-

ings which issue public decisions

(which they occasionally do in

Australia). The greater effective

accountability might come from:

- having a greater average number

of citizens engage with the details

of a case for a longer average

period of time with great process

control in conferences than in the

average court case;

- automatic reporting of the

outcomes of conferences to a

publicly funded advocacy service

whose job is to be proactive in

advising defendants of their right

to appeal to a court when a

conference outcome seems

disproportionately severe.
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Audio tapes could be kept of all

conferences and made available to

the advocates who had permission

from the defendant to listen to them.

Such advocacy could be a more

reliable check on abuse of power

than the haphazard publicity of

criminal trials held in public. Victim

advocacy services also have an

important role to play in a well

designed system of public account-

ability. At the moment in Australia

and New Zealand, I suspect the

strongest check is the right of the

defendant to walk out of the confer-

ence at any point, demanding his or

her right to have the matter tried in a

court of law. Research is under way to

assess whether this suspicion is right

or wrong. Questions about which

institutions deliver more effective

public accountability are ultimately

empirical. In advance of the outcome

evaluations, they are also matters for

research and development that

innovates with new accountability

mechanisms. It is simply too early to

pronounce on whether conferences

do or will outperform court in terms

of public accountability. It does seem

implausible that dyadic mediation

between individual victims and

individual offenders could do so,

given the small number of citizens

involved.

What is especially interesting in Jane

Dullum's analysis of `The Norwegian

Mediation Boards' is the considera-

tion of the dilemma of whether to

aspire to having restorative justice

transform the mainstream criminal
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justice system or to functioning

independently of it. My own suspi-

cion is that unless the social move-

ment for restorative justice commits

to the former transformative agenda,

taking on the mainstream of the

criminal justice system, it will be

forever marginal in its impact. The

Norwegian Mediation Boards Act is

an interesting case because (boldly) it

mandated all municipalities in the

country to put Mediation Boards in

place, effectively in parallel to the

criminal justice system. In 1995, the

Boards mediated only 4387 cases

(many not criminal), which can only

be a tiny proportion of the cases

proceseed by the Norwegian criminal

justice system.

Anke Zandbergen rejoins some of the

themes in the Walgrave and Aertsen

article. While Walgrave and Aertsen

asks whether my ideal should be

restorative shaming rather than

reintegrative shaming, Zandbergen

asks whether it should be reintegra-

tive 'guilting'! At this stage, when so

much research is under way hut

incomplete around the world, 1 would

prefer not to answer this question at

a theoretical level. It seems too near

to the day when empirical evidence

wil] enable useful refinement (rather

than abandonment, 1 hope) of the

concept of reintegrative shaming.

Zandbergen's evaluation of the Halt

programme in the Netherlands is one

of those projects. It finds that in a

programme with substantial elements

of reintegrative shaming, feelings of

guilt are more common outcomes
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than feelings of shame among

offenders, though shame is also a

common outcome.

In conclusion, the work in this issue

shows what a vital tradition restora-

tive justice is in Europe. There is a

healthy absence of anyone claiming

they have got any model 'right' or

that what seems to work in one place

will work well in another. There is

curiosity about the effects of revising

frameworks and a commitment to

serious research and development. In

time, this will bring us a richer

understanding of how justice is done

'in many rooms' (Galanter, 1981). A

way of framing the challenge of

restorative justice here is to develop

practical strategies that transcend

tendencies for 'declines in morality'

to be matched by rises in punitive

law. The aspiration is for formal law

that checks the injustice and nurtures

the justice of indigenous ordering in

the restorative tradition of mooring

morality; institutions of restorative

ordering that check the injustice and

enliven the morality of law (Parker,

1997).

John Braithwaite

Head, Law Program

Research School of Social Sciences

The Australian National University

Canberra ACT 0200, Australia
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Crime institute profile

TRANSCRIME, Research Group on Transnational

Crime, School of Law, University of Trento, Italy

Ernesto U. Savona'

TRANSCRIME, the research group on transnational crime, has been active

since 1994 within the School of Law of the University of Trento (Italy). Italian

and foreign experts collaborate with the group which is directed by Ernesto U.

Savona, Professor of criminology. TRANSCRIME stàff consists of three research

coordinators; Federico Lasco, responsible for the economic sector; Giovanni

Meruzzi, for the legal sector and Isabella Merzagora for the criminological

sector; an assistant for international relations Edith J. Kismarjay; two research-

ers; Tour research assistante and a secretary. TRANSCRIME is administered by

the School of Law, University of Trento.

TRANSCRIME's goal is to analyze the trends of criminal phenomena, to

evaluate how effective preventive and repressive policies are and to outline

solutions in order to improve them. The two main trends of criminal activity

are examined: maximization of criminal opportunities and minimization of the

risk for criminals to be identified, arrested, convicted and having their pro-

ceeds confiscated. The usefulness of this approach is on a positive and

normative level. Without clear objectives and flexible instruments, anti-

criminal policies run the risk of being off target and becoming quickly obso-

lete, especially in the case of organized crime.

TRANSCRIME is a research body of the University of Trento and for its activity

makes use of the instruments provided by this university. Its activities are

financed by national and international bodies and institutions.

The research projects

1 Professor of criminology, TRANSCRIME, University of Trento, School of Law, Via Inama 5, I-38100

Trento, Italy.
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TRANSCRIME carries out research and documentation work for international

bodies (United Nations, Council of Europe, European Union), national govern-

ments, public offices and foundations while at the same time training students

and post graduates in research work The present research projects are the

following.

Organized crime across the borders

Continues and completes the report produced in 1995 for HEUNI - United

Nations on organized crime trends in the world and on the anti-crime policies

used at national and international levels.

European money trails

Carries on the research begun in 1996 with a report for the European Union.

The volume, now being published by Harwood Academic Press (UK), analyzes

the money laundering trends and the anti-money laundering policies of the

fifteen Member States of the Union.

International money laundering trends and anti money laundering policies

Analyzes the international money laundering trends and evaluates the effec-

tiveness of the prevention and control policies. It is carried out in collabora-

tion with experts from the single countries and aims to outline the necessary

anti money laundering innovations to be made by international bodies and

local governments.

Independent report on money laundering trends and prevention/control policies

On a regional level and within each country, this research examines the

changes in the money laundering activities and the contrasting policies. The

report, now in its final stage, will be published by Harwood Academic Press

(UK).

European corruption trails

The problems of international corruption are examined in a comparative study

of the legislations of the OECD countries. A report on the corruption mecha-

nisme in the various countries will be published in 1997 under the title:

`European Corruption Trails'.
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Instruments of public and private law for the prevention and control of criminal

economic activities

This project, co-ordinated by TRANSCRIME and carried out in collaboration

with the Universities of Palermo and Siena, has the following aims: to analyze

the illegal activities and the infiltration of criminal organizations into the legal

economy in Italy and abroad; to identify the obstacles law enforcement

authorities meet when identifying, seizing and ultimately confiscating illegally

acquired properties; to steer the instruments of civil, commercial and criminal'

law towards improved measures against organized crime; to contribute to the

economic efficiency of the administration of seized and confiscated properties.

`Organized crime' risk within the European Union: harmonization of civil,

commercial and criminal laws

Co-ordinated by TRANSCRIME and carried out jointly with the Universities of

Palermo and Siena, it aims at: analyzing the types and ramifications of crimi-

nal organizations in Europe; advancing hypotheses on the elements which

cause the internationalization of criminal organizations and providing innova-

tive strategies to control these processes an international level; determining

countermeasures, to combat the infiltration of criminal organizations into the

European market.

How to recover European Union fraud assets

This project proposes to: define the ways and extension of frauds against the

interests of the European Union; highlight the problem of ascertaining and

punishing fraud and recovering the assets; quantify the damage caused to

community interests through limited repressive measures; study the feasibility

of incentive-disincentive mechanisms between the Commission, the Council of

Ministers of the Union and the single states, for a more efficient protection of

the European Union's financial interests.

Migration and crime

The first report was completed in tune 1996 and distributed by the Centro

Nazionale di Prevenzione e Difesa Sociale, Milan. The project further intends to:

explore the characteristics of the migration flows towards European countries;

study the characteristics of the criminal groups operating in Italy and Europe,

with reference to their country of origin; analyze the interaction between

ethnic origins and criminal behaviour; define the extension of trafficking

migrants and its link to criminal activities, such as prostitution and exploita-

tion of children; evaluate the effects of prevention/regulation and control
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policies; propose the elimination of normative and organizational obstacles in

order to improve criminal control and administrative policies.

Usury

This is the second phase of a scientific collaboration between TRANSCRIME

and the Centro Nazionale di Prevenzione e Difesa Sociale, Milan, for co-

ordinating the scientific initiatives of the Observatory on usury and economic

crime, set up by the Milan Chamber of Commerce. A comparative study of

anti-usury laws in European countries is planned, together with an analysis of

the characteristics of usury practices in the area of Milan and Lombardy, as

well as an account on how the anti-usury law is being applied.

Public security

In 1997 TRANSCRIME is setting up an Observatory on questions of safety,

preparing an annual report on safety in the Trentino. This initiative takes up

the international debate on the impact that victimization and safety may have

on territorial settlements and is linked to similar experiences gained in Italy

and Europe. The impetus for the research work of the Observatory is the

hypothesis that mechanisms of international crime - in particular trafficking of

migrants - can have a negative influence upon urban safety by bringing about

changes in the 'local' market of drug trafficking and prostitution.

Teaching, research and cultural exchanges

The research work of TRANSCRIME serves also as support to the didactic

activities of the criminology courses held at the University of Trento. The

regular course is held by Professor Ernesto U. Savona, whereas an advanced

course, in the form of seminars, is held by visiting professors and researchers

of TRANSCRIME. In 1997 Michael Levi (Cardiff University, UK) and Peter Reuter

(University of Maryland, USA) will lecture on the subject: 'Economy of crime

and crime against economy'. As from 1997 TRANSCRIME is the official co-

ordination centre for the Ph.d. in criminology (its administrative set being the

University of Bari). TRANSCRIME also collaborates with the Law School of

Rotterdam Univérsity in the exchange of students and young researchers

interested in the study of international crime.

The documentation, reprints and working papers

Further to major international publications, the documentation used by

TRANSCRIME consists of material prepared by experts and institutions

monitoring international crime. Its network of foreign correspondents enables
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TRANSCRIME to be constantly up-dated on the dynamics of crime and the

contrasting actions undertaken by different countries. All material is available

on request.

The reprints intend to publicize some of the finalized work of TRANSCRIME,

already published in reviews or books. The Working Papers serve to stimulate

further reflection and to make available the research results reached by

TRANSCRIME so far. Both can be obtained upon request or via Internet.
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ADL survey analyzes Neo-Nazi skinhead

menace and international connections

CJlnternational, vol. 12, no. 5, 1996, p. 7

'The Skinhead international: a worldwide

survey of Neo-Nazi Skinheads', the first

major study of its kind, reveals that the

movement encompasses some 70,000 youths

- of whom half are hard core activists and

the rest supporters - in 33 countries on six

continents. Countries with the largest

concentrations of hard-core neo-Nazi

Skinheads are Germany (5,000); Hungary

and the Czech Republic (over 4,000 each);

the United States (3, 500); Poland (2,000);

the United Kingdom and Brazil (1, 500

each); Italy and Sweden (over 1,000);

France, Spain, Canada and the Netherlands

(at least 500 each).

Dahlbaeck, O.

Urban place of residence and individual

criminality

British Journal of Criminology, vol. 36, no. 4,

1996, pp. 529-545

This paper presents a study aimed at

determining whether young males who have

resided for a long period of time in the

same part of Greater Stockholm have been

influenced in their criminality by their

spatial location. Findings of cross-sectional

and longitudinal analyses of register data

for a birth cohort indicate that location has

had practically no long or short-term

influence on criminality.

De Boer, M.

Traffic in women: policy in focus. In: M.

Klap, Y. Klerk et al. (eds.), Combatting Traffic

in Persons

Amsterdam, Studie- en Informatiecentrum

Mensenrechten (SIM), 1995, pp. 85-94

The immediate cause for this research is the

request from the procurators-general to

report on the effect of the directives drawn

up by them for the tracing of and legal

proceedings taken against traffic in women

one year after the introduction of the

directives, and to advise on amendments

where possible. To what extent are the

procurators-general's directives concerning

the tracing of and legal action regarding

traffic in women implemented? This report

provides an answer to this question.
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Dignan, J., M. Cavadino

Toward a framework for conceptualising

and evaluating models of criminal justice

from a victim's perspective

International Review ofVictimology, vol. 4,

no. 3, 1996, pp. 153-182

This article outlines a typology of'models'

or conceptual contexts within which a

variety of victim-based measures has been

proposed, and in many cases adopted, in

various common law jurisdictions. The

purpose of the typology is to clarify some of

the confusion surrounding these measures

and, in particular, the scope they offer for

reparative and restorative approaches to

operate either within or alongside the

mainstream criminal process. Drawing on

recent empirical findings and theoretical

writings the authors seek to evaluate the

victim-oriented measures that are associ-

ated with each of the models. Within the

typology three distinct models of restorative

justice are examined and they argue that

one of these, the communitarian models,

emerges as the most coherent, credible and

constructive challenger to the hitherto

predominant retributive model.

Godfrey, D.

Getting the size of the prison population

under control: a brief review of the

literature comparing English and Dutch

approaches, and a suggestion for action

Prison ServiceJournal, no. 106, 1996,

pp. 15-19

Godfrey compares the English and Dutch

prison population trends, and suggests a

strategy for limiting the growth of the

English prison population.

Gould, A.

Drug issues and the Swedish press

International Journal of Drug Policy, vol. 7,

no. 2, 1996, pp. 91-104
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There is a political consensus in Sweden

behind the countrys absentionist policies

and the aim of a drug-free society. This

analysis of articles drawn from the countrys

four national newspapers shows the extent

to which the press is part of that consensus.

The initial quantative analysis of data

suggests that on policy issues there is a

degree of balance, hut in the qualitative

analysis of major articles concerned with

drug dealing, use and misuse, the basic

assumptions of the restrictive (anti-liberal)

line come through clearly.

Lupsha, PA.

Transnational organized crime versus the

nation-state

Transnational Organized Crime, vol. 2, no. 1,

1996, pp. 21-48

The author defines the term 'tansnational

organized crime', discusses the'organized'

nature of it (its ethic character or national

identity root) and pays attention to Italian-

related organized crime activities. Special

emphasis is laid on the concept of the

nation-state and the monopoly of power.

gelih, A.

Juvenile criminal law and change: trends in

some East- and Central-European countries

European Journal of Crime, Criminal Law

and Criminal Justice, vol. 4, no. 2, 1996, pp.

173-183

The Central and Eastern European countries

(CEE countries) have been confronted with

the ènormous task of reforming and

adapting their respective legal systems -

criminal law on juvenile delinquency being

one of the many branches. An analysis of

the present situation in this field in some of

the CEE countries should give an insight

into the various ways juvenile delinquency

was déalt with in the past in these countries

as well as an insight into the reforms now
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under way. The countries chosen for review

are the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland,

Slovakia and Slovenia. The author will

concentrate on three core areas; type of

legislation, authorities dealing with juvenile

delinquency and scope of competence;

sanctions proscribed for juveniles in

different systems and use of sanctions; and,

finally reforms recently undertaken or

under way.

Sutton, M.

Implementing Crime Prevention Schemes in

a Multi-Agency Setting: Aspects of Process in

the Safer Cities Program me

London, Home Office, 1996 (Research study

160)

This study was concerned as an ancillary to

the evaluation of the programme's impact. It

examines the influence exerted by different

members of the Safer Cities (SC) pro-

gramme, and the strafins between them. It

reports findings from interviews with co-

ordinators and assistant co-ordinators, uses

data from the programme's management

information system and draws upon records

of Home Office advice to co-ordinators. The

paper looks at the decision making process

which determined where money was spent

and on what type of crime prevention

schemes. Some powerful influences were

found to determine where money was

assigned and the type of crime prevention

project funded.

Thony, J.F.

Processing financial information in money

laundering matters: the financial intelli-

gence units

European Journal of Crime, Criminal Law

and Criminal Justice, vol. 4, no. 3, 1996,

pp. 257-282

Efforts to combat money laundering can

only be successful if the services engaged in
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such efforts have access to information on

financial transactions and international

movements of money. Until recently, bank

secrecy was a major obstacle to the

gathering of financial information and

hence to initiatives to curb the economic

power of traffickers and criminal organiza-

tions.

Van Dijk, J.J.M., G.J. Terlouw

An international perspective of the business

community as victims of fraud and crime

SecurityJournal, vol. 7, 1996, pp. 157-167

The outcome of the first victim survey

conducted among a random sampling of

businesses in the Netherlands was

published in 1990. In 1992, a similar survey

was proposed among members of the

international business community. The

project, known as the International Crimes

against Business Survey (ICBS), was

coordinated by an international working

group under the responsibility of the Dutch

Ministry of Justice. The objective of the

ICBS is to arrive at an international

comparative overview of business commu-

nities' experiences with crime and fraud

and the costs entailed, including preventive

measures, such as screening personnel. This

article is focused on the experiences of the

retail trade. A number of key results of the

survey will be presented. Firstly, the levels

of victimization (from the Netherlands,

Australia, the United Kingdom, France, the

former West Germany, Italy, Switzerland, the

Czech Republic, Hungary and South Africa)

are compared, focusing in particular on

victims of fraud and corruption. The results

on a number of losses and preventive

measures will be dealt with succinctly in the

second part of this article. The article

concludes with a brief discussion.
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Vermeulen, G., T. Vander Beken

Extradition in the European Union: state of

the art and perspectives

European Journal of Crime, Criminal Law

and Criminal Justice, vol. 4, no. 3, 1996,

pp. 200-225

Extradition has always been the queen of

international co-operation in criminal

matters and apparently this situation is not

about to change in the near future. At the

moment, the'new' basic instruments of the

Council of Europe on the international

validity of criminal judgments and on the

transfer of proceedings in criminal matters

are no real menace to the principle of

extradition. This article aims to give an

outline of this balance in the European

Union by analysing the extradition treaties

which apply between the EU Member

States. On the one hand, there are bilateral

or multilateral (Council of Europe,

Schengen group or Benelux Economic

Union) extradition treaties without direct

connection to the European Union. On the

other hand, there are treaties on extradition

matters with a closer relationship to the

European Union or to the former European

Communities, as they were drawn up to be

ratified by all the Member States.

Walther, S.

Reparation and criminal justice: can they be

integrated?

European Journal of Crime, Criminal Law

and Criminal Justice, vol. 4, no. 2, 1996,

pp. 163-172

The traditional relationship between the

state, the offender and the victim still

describes the prevailing state of criminal

justice in Germany The victim's claim to

recognition as a person injured, both in

terms of substance and in psyche, and his

or her chances to be within the criminal

justice process are slim. We can distinguish
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between reparation-oriented mechanisms at

trial and before trial. While the existing

reparative mechanisms have long been in

the shadow of criminal justice, recent years

have seen a trend towards greater emphasis

on reparation and victim-offender-

reconciliation in general. Drawing on

preliminary findings in the multi-national

study on reparative justice that is being

conducted at the Max Planck Institute, the

author can subdivide efforts to accommo-

date the victim into four major categories:

victim-offender reconciliation; encouraging

voluntary reparation within the criminal

justice process; reparation as a sanction;

combining criminal procedure and civil

proceedings.

Willemse, H.M.

Overlooking crime prevention: ten years of

crime prevention in the Netherlands

SecurityJournal, vol. 7, 1996, pp. 177-184

Ten years ago, Society and Crime, the

national plan of the Dutch Department of

Justice introduced crime prevention as a

focal point in crime policies. Emphasis was

laid on environmental design, functional

surveillance and the attachment of youth to

the (conventional) society. Helped by a

budget of about US $25 million and

organized by a steering committee, more

than 200 local crime prevention projects

were started. As a result of the achieved

success, prevention was accepted as a

regular approach in crime policies.

Nevertheless, in terms of budgets and

personnel, crime prevention stayed small

compared to law enforcement. Some of the

objections to (situational) crime prevention

are discussed. It is concluded that the

preventive approach is in many respects

superior to law enforcement and necessary

to relieve the overburdened criminal justice

system.



European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research vol. 5-1

Xhudo, G.

Men of purpose: the growth of Albanian

criminal activity

Transnational Organized Crime, vol. 2, no. 1,

1996, pp. 1-20

The article discusses the main factors which

explain why Albanian criminal organiza-

tions have managed to rise so quickly. The

sources of recruitment, structure and

operations and activities are also discussed.

Special attention is given to the level of

organized Albanian activity within the US.

Yates, D., V.K. Pillai et al.

Frustration, strain, and commitment to

community policing: a comparative analysis

of American and English police officers

Police Studies, vol. 19, no. 3, 1996, pp. 1-16

This study empirically assesses how

common the experiences of frustration,

strain, and commitment to community

policing are between police officers in the

United States and England. Overall, the

findings reveal a high level of frustration

and strain among police officers in both

countries. Further, the study reveals

important levels of commitment to

community policing in both countries.

Nevertheless, patrol officers in both

countries are less committed to community

policing than are their administrative

supervisors.
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